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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1995

To1n- Hayden a11d Sheila Ja1Iies
Kuehl Support Legislation on
_R estraining Orders Written by. USD
Paralegal Aluin, Dian Black

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Construction Around Campus

U

By Jeff Lawrence
SD has'pegun to implement its new
In short, according to Vice-president
30 year mltster plan (or campus Brooks, there are virtually the same number
development. As result, Marian of parking spaces on campus now as there
Way has been permanently closed off, and were last year, but they are not as close to the
--approximately 19<) parking spaces have been center of the Uni:\:'ersity. This has caused an
dispaced by the construction ofa new multi- increase in demand for the parking spaces
level fountain and landscaping project, as between the Law School and the LRC, and
By Belinda Etezad Rachman
well as the renovation of the Hughes Center, the parking spaces in the lot east of Harmon
is so rare -for a private individual to· . plained to the full ho_use by its author_, dis- Additionally, a separate construction project Hall, the School of Education building. Asa write, submit and find sponsors for legis- . cussed by the Members during floor debate has begun in the Legal Research Center result, if one does not arriye at the Law
ation that when USD graduate Dian Black and voted on·by a roll call vote. Bills which (LRC) to create a large 28 station computer School ~y 8:00 a.m., one will probably be
called the Motions office last May to tell us require money or are urgency bills (take ef- lab, and it has left the main floor in shambles. parking in the-fringe Jots. "There are always
of her success, we knew you would want to feet Immediately) require 27 votes in the
According to the University's Vice- spaces available on campus," remarked
know what is involved in the process of Senate and 54 in the Assembly for passage. president of Finance and Administration, Fred Brooks in a San Diego Union-Tribune artaking an idea and making it law.
All other bills need 21 votes in the Senate Brooks, the fountain is due for completion in _ tide published September 17. _
An individual or grqup persuades a Sena- and 41 votes in the Assembly to be passed. If November and the Hughes Center is suj:>The main floor of the LRC is also untor or Assembly Member to author or pro- a bill is defeated, the Member may seek posed to be ready sometime in December: dergoing some major construction. Accordpose a new law. A legis_Iator sends the -idea reconsideration and another vote. Once a Once completed, the administrative and fi- ing to the Director of the LRC, Nancy Carter,
and the language for the bill to the Legisla- bill has been approved in the parent house, it nancial-aid offices will be moved into the the old computer labs will be replaced by a
tive Counsel where it -is drafted into the ac- proceeds through the -second house wh_(lre Hughes Center. Funding for these two new unified teaching lab that will include 28
tual bill. The drafted bill is returned to the the same hearing and review procedure oc- projects came from private earmarked funds. "lawyer's workstations." The goal is to creThe fountain project is intended to make ate a teaching environment '.'that is more like
Legislator for introduction where it is read curs. Citizen participation is repeated as the
by the Clerk to the members of the house and bill moves through the second house. If the the University into a "pedestrian campus." the real world," said Carter.
Construction in the LRC did not begin
then sent to the Office of State Printing. No bill is passed without amendments·it pro- According to Brooks, eventually parking will
bill may be acted upon until it has been in ceeds directly to the Governor. If a bill is only be at the east and west ends of campus, until the students came back to the law
print for 30 days. The bill then goes to the amended in the second house, it is returned and Marian,Way will no longer be open to school. This has left many students wonSenate or Assembly Rules Committee where to the parent house to get agreement on the traffic through the center of the University. dering why the project _was not at least
it is assigned to the appropriate committee amendments (concurrence). The usual course "The goal is to make the campus more uni- started ·during the summer. Carter stated
for its first hearing. After passing policy an idea takes to become a law is outlined in a · fied, quieter, and safer," said Brooks.
that the University did not release the funds
committee, bills which would have an effect pamphlet called the "Path of a Bill Through
Many students are suffering the effects early enough to -l;>egin construction in the
on the State Budget ("fiscal bills") must also the California State Legislature" and the pre- of this construction first hand, as parking summer. This left the LRC with a tough_
be heard in either the Senate Budget and ceding description is condensed from that close to-the center of campus seems to be choice: they could start construction durFiscal Review or Assembly Ways and Means - source. .End of Civics lesson, back to our getting incll(asingly difficult to find. This ing law school, or they-coul_d wait until
Committee. ·You can speak for or against a story.
_
.
has prompted much cqncern, and many stu~ next summer-. Carter stated that she chose
Dian Blact< is a"very attractive, petite . derits are wonClering Wfien~new- parl{'iiig will - to t>egfo construction dunng sclici'of be.:
bill atthese"hea'ririgs. Yourletters of support
or opposition are important and should be brunette in her early 40s, the mother of two be added, as well as what happened to the cause she did not know ifthe funds-would
mailed to committee members before the bill grown children and a graduate of USD's· money that the University received from be available later. Additionally, she stated
is scheduled to be -heard in committee. It paralegal program. She was -the Assist,mt parking fee increases that took effect in Au- that she thought that this project was "very
takes a majority vote of the full committee Regional Director of the_American Arbitra- gust 1994.
important and would be very beneficial to
membership for a bill to be approved and tion Association where she assisted arbitraAccording to·Brooks, the money from students." The funding for the new lab
"passed out" of the committee. Next the bill tors, mediators and parties through dispute the parking fee increase was not to go to- only included construction costs, however,
is i:_ead a second tiQte in th~ par.~mt house and _resolution in area1u:anging from commercial - wards a 1,000 space parking structure as · an_d Carter said that additional funding will
then placed on file or for a third reading.
many stu~ents thought. Instead, he said that be necessary to purchase other equipment
(Dian Black contirmed on page 4)
it went towards adding another parking needed to complete the "lawyer's workWhen a bill is read a third time, it is exshuttle last year, s6me parking changes that stations." ·
occurred last August, and it will_ be used to
The new unified computer lab will be
help pay for a,proposed 250 space parking - completed by November l , 1995, accord_lot on the west end of campus. The Univer- ing to Carter. Until then, the LEXIS and
anyway. All of his life he was a dedi- sity is awaiting approval from the city before WESTLAW terminals have been relocated
'
?""-'-••. "'? :.:.
cated athlete and loved sports. beginning com~tructon on this new lot. "Con- to the first floor of the LRC. Updates on
~After suffering-an injury while struction will hopefully begin in the spring," the construction in the LRC are avail;ible
·
at the front desk in a newsletter entitled
a marine in Desert Storm that 8aid Brooks.
With resp,ect to the proposed 1,000 car "Strict Construction."
left him a quadriplegic, he continued to push himself athleti- parking structure, Brooks stated that concally, competing in the National struction will likely begin during "the sumWheelchair Olympics and as- mer of 1996, with an estimated 18" month
I~ TlllS ._UE
sisted skiing events in Crested completion time. City approval is also reButte and Telluride. He seemed quired for this project. The new parking
• Message from the President
to be the Terminator on Wheels; structure, as planned; will be placed iri the
(pgae 2)
parking lot presently reserved for the undernothing could keep him down.
At the Memorial Ser- graduate residents of Mission Housing at the
vice given for Tim here at USD, east end of campus.
•Another successful summer st1,1dy
Once approved by the city, construction
Lori, Tim's sister, _told the auabroad - We'ndi Whitmore reports from
dience that originally doctors will not begin on the 1.000 space parking
Dublin.
had predicted that Tim wouldn't structure until the 250 space parking lot is
(page 5)
have use of his hands. But Tim, .completed at the west end of campus. Furcharacteristically, pushed him- ther, the rest of Marian Way will remain
self in physical therapy and left intact until both parking additions are com•A look at labor a11d employment law.
egg all over the doctors' prog- pleted. ''.When both projects are completed,
(Features section - pages 9-1 I)
nosis. One by one, other family there will be a net increase of around l, l 00
By Chris Lamb
members and friends shared memories - parking spaces," said Brooks-.
,Approximately I00 parking spaces were·
im Roeder, a 2L here at USD of Tim. All of the stories had a common •Welfare Reform Debate
Law, died August 21, 1995. Tim theme: Tim had an indestructible spirit eliminated to make room' for the fountain,
(Opinions - page 15)
but
Brooks
claimed
that
the
University
added
began law school in 1993, took and a pattern of perseverance that moved
as many spaces in various places around the
a year off, then returned to school this. everyone in his life.
The Memorial Service was attended campus perimeter. However: there are curpast summer.
• Information on judicial clerkships
Tim was an incredibly determined by Tim's immediate family, boyhood rently between 20 and 30 fewer parking
(Career Seroices - page 16)
guy. He pushed himself; he set goals friends, friends from undergrad at UC spaces than last year due to the room needed
and completed them, no matter what. His Riverside, and his friends here at .USD for construction equipment near the Hughes
•Club News
first year in law school had adversely Law. In short, Tim was loved, and he Center. As soon as construction on the exterior ofthe building is completed, these spaces
(page 19)
affected his health, but he came back will be missed.
are expected to become available again.
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WI/ATS NEW -IN_THE LRC? NEW _B OOKS RE-CEIVED
the Delaware Valley, 1680-1710. Reveals
how a Quaker minority in the Delaware Valley used the law to its own advantage and
maintained the legitimacy of its rule.

<. 'ompilcd by Franklin A. Weston
Senior Reference Librarian

property is often protected by nonjudicial
means.

BACHMAN, WALT. Law v. Life: What
/;myers arc: afraid to say about the, legal proti:ssion. Confronts the toughest dilemmas of
the "legalization of America" and sheds new
light on what life is really like in the profession that everyone loves to hate.

Software and
lntellectuai Property Protection; Copyright
and patent issues for computer and legal QUIRK, WILLIAM J. Judicial Dictatorship.
professibnals. Deals with the legal tssues ' Discusses the 1issue of who will decide if
GALLER, BERNARD A.

Reborn? The official English Lang~age
movement and the American states. Con-

ducts a detailed, systematic, and empirical
study of the official English movement in
the U.S., seeking answers to two questions:
What motivations underlie the agitation for
official English? Does the movement originate at the grassroots level or is it driven by
elites?
'

raised by copyright litigation and,the prob- ·government has gone beyond its prope~ powlems in dealing with the rapid proliferation ers and suggests that the Supreme Court has
of applications for software-related patents. assumed too much power that was never inTATE, C. NEAL, ed. The Global Expantended by the Constitution.
BALDWIN, ROBERT. Rules and Governsion ofJudicial Power. Traces the intellecment. Discusses how soft Jaws (laws made HAMPSON, OLSER. Multilateral Negoby ministers, agencies, and regulators) work, tiations: Lessons frr:im arms control; trade, ROHT-ARRIAZA, NAOML I/ripunity and tual ongins of the power of the courts, dehow they can be evaluated, and how rule and the environment. Argues that multilat- Human Rights in International Law and Prac- scribes its occurrence in specific nations,
eral negotiation is, _in essence, a coalition- tice. Explores how international law pro- analyzes the circumstances and conditions
users can justify their actions.
buildirig enterprise involving states, nonstate vides guidance on investigating abuses by that promote or retard Judicialization, and
1BANNER, JAMES M., Jr. To the Hartford
actors, and international organizations.
governments and political leaders and their evaluatesthe phenomenon from a variety of
· intellectual and ideological perspectives.
· Convention: The Federalists and the origins.
prosecution and compensation.
ofparty politics in Massachusetts, 1789-1815. KATSH, M. ETHAN. Law in a Digital
The Antislavery
Makes clear that the Hartford Convention World. Explores how the new technologies ROSE-ACKERMAN, SUSAN. Controlling BROEK, JACOBUS.
(which was controlled by the Massachusetts whereby information is created, stored, and Environmen_tal Policy: The limits of public Origins of the Fourteenth Amendment. ExFederalists) was not merely a regional, ob- communicated electronically will alter one · Jawin Gennany and the United States. Com- amines the social, political, and economic
structionist protest, but arose out of enduring of our most central institutions, the law.
pares regulatory law and policy in the U.S. background of the Fourteenth Amendment
and Germany and argues that the American and offers a wealth of source·materials hereideological concerns which were rooted in
MacQUEEN, HECTOR L. Common Law system can provide lessons for those seeking tofore undocumented.
the American Revolution.
& Feudal Society in Medieval Scotland. to reform environmental policymaking ·in
BROWNLIE, IAN, ed. Basic Documents iii Assesses the relevance of the new approach Germany and the newly democratic states of · THOMPSON, DENNIS F. Ethics in Congress: -From individual to institutional corInternational Law, 4th edition. Offers an to Scottish legal history, setting the devel- eastern Europe.
updated and revised edition with additions of opment of medieval law within the context
ruption. Examines several major ethics cases
Draft Articles on the Origins of State Respon- of a society in which private lordship, exer- SC0TI, GINI GRAHAM. Mind Your Own of recent years and contends that we should
sibility, and on Responsibility for Serious Vio- cised through courts and other less formal Business: The battle for personal privacy. put more effort into identifying the less falation of International Humanitarian Law.
methods of dispute settlement, played a key Raises questions about an individual's right miliar institutional forms of corruption and
role alongside royal justice.
to privacy versus Big Brother's "right to devising remedies appropriate to them.
CASSESE. ANTONIO. Self-Determination
know."
of Peoples: A legal reappraisal. Traces how · MITCHELL, CHARLES. The Law of
WINTERS, GLENN R. American Courts
self-determination has turned into an interna- Subrogation. Gives a full account of the SIMON, JAMES F. The Center Holds: The and Justice. Contains essays on a broad
tional legal standard, and scrutinizes State developing English and Commonwealth law power struggle inside the Rehnquist Court. spectrum ofopinion on the state ofour courts
practice through national dfgests and UN pro- of subrogation and seeks to rationalize the Provides a behind-the-scenes look at the pri- today and their ability to face the challenge
ceedings.
. position of the doctrine of subrogation in vate deliberations and deep disagreements of of the future.
the law of restitution.
· the justices of the Rehnquist Court.
COLL, BLANCHE D. Safety Net: Welfare
and Social Security 1929-1979. Shows how MONES, PAUL. Stalking Justice: The dra- SLOVENKO, RALPH. Psychiatry and
demographic patterns, the definition ofa fam- matic true story of the detective who first Criminal Culpability. Explores many quesily, the relative health of the economy, and used DNA testing to .catch a serial thief tions such as: What are the origins of tests for
presidents' political agendas all -deeply affect Focuses on the heroic efforts of the lone criminal responsibility, · and _how is mental
the system of entitlements.
investigator who, by using his gut instincts illness defined under them? Can causal links
and 21st-century technology, ended the vi- _ be shown to exist between specific crimes
FINER; S. E. Comparing Constitutions. Gives cious rampage of an elusive killer.
and disorders? How can one serial killer be
Belinda Etezad Racbman
found sane when other killers are found menthe text of the constitutions of the U.S.A.,
Editor-in-Chief
Germany, France, Russia, and Britain; and NEWTON, MERLIN OWEN. Armed With tally ill?
discusses the political structure of the Euro- the Constitution: Jehovah's Witnesses in
pean Union with analytical text and compari- Alabama and the U.S. Supreme Court, 1939- ·STERN, GERALD M. The Buffalo Creek
sons.
1946. Seeks to acknowledge th<: 'Witness Disaster: The story ofthe survivors' unprec· Chris Lamb
Wendi Whitmore
· contributions to expansion of the meaning edented lawsuit. Tells of "investigative
Features Editor
News
Editor
FISCHEL, WILLIAM A. Regulatory Tak- ofthe First Amendment in an in-depth sfudy lawyering," using the law to uncover the eviings: Law, economics, and politics. Argues of tWo Supreme Court decisions: Jortes v. - dence of a coal company's reckless conduct
Staff Editol'$: POSITIONS AVAILABLE
that die issue js not so much about the details Opelika and Marsh v. Alabama.
that led to .the death of 125 people in a small
NOW! HELP! WE NEED YOU!
of property law as it is about thefaimess of
town. .
~
""
~~~
politics and the capacity of the courts to pro- OFFUTI, WILLIAM . M., Jr. "Of Good
Staff Wri~: Lynne Anne Baker, Alison
tect property interests; and demonstrates that Laws" & "Good Men:" Law and societyJn TATALOVICH, RAYMOND. Nativism _ Co~n, M~ggett, Paul J. Devine, .Fred
Hagen, Lisa Hess, Karen Heumann, Thomas
Hipke, Bob Karwin, Eydie Kaufman, -Kenneth ·
Long, Donna L. Pahl, Raj Rajan

MOTIONS.

A Few Brief N ates from Your President .

• •

The Law School appears to be on and most offered to buy their own. So,
track for the Order of the Coif award. you will continue to see alCohol during
For those of you who don't know, this school, but most of it will have been puris ·the law school version of Phi Beta chased with the groups' individual funds,
Kappa. Only 40% of all law schools in and not your student fees.
On an administrative note ... I will be
the country have achiev~d this ranking,
so now we are going to be part of the absent the first week in October, lying in
national elite group oflaw schools. The _ the sun on my honeymoon. The practical
students who met with the Coif inter- result of all this... when I return, I will
viewers apparently impressed them with have a new name. My fiance and I have
high praise about the intellectual qual- decided to _both change our names. We
ity of our education here at USO. True wiH be incorporating both last names, So
or not, it worked arid hopefully th~s will when I return you will have a president
increase the name recognition of USO named David Krause-Leemon.
Finlllly, a good tip, If you didn'.t
nationwide and help us get more ~f what
know already, there are two change mawe all want - jobs.
.
The Halloween party is on the fast- chines in the Writs. If you find the s,t an, track for planning. Look for fliers with _dard change ma~hine not working, tFy .the
information during the second week ,of coffee machine· on the right. Put your
October. We ha:ve narrowed down the dollar in and .then push the coin return.
locations and expect to have a decision You will end up with a dollar's worth of
soon. Tentative plans call for eight kegs . change. Of course this does not work
of beer, some sodas, chips, junk food, when the machine says exact change only,
fabulous prizes for outrageous costumes, but hey it is still a good thing to know.
and more.
·
The entire alcohol issue that some · Motions sends its congratulapeople got mad at me about turned out
tions to Dave and Diana.
to be a moot point. - Very few groups
even asked for student funding for beer,
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By Paul J. Devine
n an attempt to balance the budget by would increase debt by $3,800 over the
Fiscal Year 2002, Congress has voted life of the loan. The one percent increase to cut federal student aid by 10.4 _bil- in the origination fee (deducted before
lion dollars over the next seven years. To disbursement) would mean that a student
. achieve these cuts, the Budget Commit- who borrowed $50,000 would see an adtees proposed eliminating the in-school ditional $500 come d:rectly out of his or
interest exemption for graduate and pro- her pocket. Additionally, the Alliance
fessional students, and the interest sub- estimates that the cancellation of the
s~dy during the grace period for all scheduled interest rate reduction· in 1998
Stafford loans. In addition, they pro- would inctease the cost to a graduate stuposed increasing the loan origination dent borrowing $50,000 -by $3, I 00.
In addition to these cuts, Perkins loans
fees by one percent, and canceling the
planned reduction in interest rates, cur- will receive no new federal capital, and
Fed- nearly 280,000 Pell Grant recipients may
rently scheduled for 1998.
eral programs are the source of 75 per- ·be removed from the program.
cent of all student aid, nearly $32 bil-.
Congressional committees determined
· how to meet the ,budget cuts last month.
lion in the 93-94 academic year.
During the last school year, Uni- However, the full .House and Senate will
versity of San Diego law students orga- · not consider these cuts until later in fhe
nized a campaign to protest .the pro- fall. The SBA and .ABA will be looking
posed cuts in financial aid. Thanks to into establishing phone banks to call repthe public interest generated by this and resentatives, setting up terminals to send
similar campaigns on campuses across e-mail, and organizing a letter writing
the country, Congress voted to preserve campaign to mail letters of protest and
the Federal .Work-Study program, concern. Your support and participation
Supplemental Educational Opportunity in the effort tn protect student aid are
Grants and Pell Grants.
·
urgently needed. You can e-mail your
The cuts that are still being consid- representative by obtaining a current list
ered will drastically increase student in- of addresses, available upon request from
debtedness (by as much as 50%): Ac- congress@hr.house.go or www.house.gov.
cording to the Alliance to Save Student
Aid, law students borrowing the- maxi- Editor's Note: If, on the other hand, you
mum allowed under the subsidized believe that balai1cing the federal budget
Stafford loan program ($8,500 ' a year) and eliminating the legacy of debt we are
for three years would add $4,576 to their leaving future generations are more imdebt. This is an increase of 18 percent. portant than a minor increase in the interThey estimate that for a gradu.ate student est you will pay on your loans, spread out
borrowing the maximum aliowed under over I 0 years, then you should also get ·
the program ($65,500), the elimination of involved and let your representatives know
the interest subsidy during the grace pe- how you feel.
riod (six-month period after graduation)

and live," he said - a very insightful thought,
By Thomas Hipke
actually. Except for his time in the anny, he
"When the pilgrim arrives in the world below, never traveled outside of Athens. The Oracle
he is delivered from the professors ofjustice in cannot be true, he thought. So he set out to
this world and finds the true judge8 who are said prove the voice of the gods wrong.
to give judgment there." - Socrates (possibly
"I shall find out who is wise, and who
talking about Jaw school).
pretends to be wise and is not." He questioned
"[I]fthey care about riches, or anything,
anyone who would talk to him (iind many who
than virtue... reprove them" - Socrates on youth. would not), turning people's thoughts intocin:les,
I I :05 am, Torts. There you are, third row, off to interrogating them incessantly, frustrating them
the left, sitting quietly, when the professor spots until they finally made up an excuse to leave.
the whites of your eyes.
He became a professor to the public. And he
Blam. Your name echoes throughout the annoyed the citizt!ns. Sure he had a loyal following and was popular with the youth (kind of
room.
_ "Mr. Vincini" - your pulse races, your a hippie cult leader), but he was not well received by all. ·
h~rt now marching to the beat of a different
drummer- "explain Ingraham v. Nishnick."
Ot:ie of the moral right-wingers of Athens,
Ingraham v. Nishnick - who the hell are who was annoyed byhim, decided that Socrates
they? Was that even assigned?
had to be stopped ·He made fonnal charges.
"Um .."yousay,sturnblingthroughaquick SoCrates, the man who helped to lawich milmental checklist. Pointless fishing bridge, no. lions of careers in law, made his first and only
Oldladybreaksherass,suesafiveyearold,no. appearance in court. He was 70 years old, and
he represented himself.
Large hairy hand, no.
"What are the third level repercussions,
He refused to plea bargain, instead choosMr. Vincini?"
ing an .all.or nothing approach with the citizen
court. The opposing counsel wanted his life.
You're hit iutd falling.
"Hypothetically, what would Justice Having a choice for his own possible sentence,
Socrates told the court that ifhe had money, he
-Traynor say?"
You're down.
'might have estimated the offense at wbat [he]
"Mr. Vincini,didyoureadtheassignment?" was able to pay, and not been much the worse';
Silence.
but since he truly only lived in accordance with
The Socratic Method. Socrates. Who wa8 this the goos and not against them, as accused, he
philosopher, this lover of wisdom, this deity of want!3<1 his fieedom. The court put it to discuslaw professors everywhere? Why.did he be- sion and a narrow margin vote came back.
come the blueprint? And what did he have Socrdtes lost and was sentenced to death by
against me? Stepping into the Way-Back Ma- hemlock for conupting the youth. No api)eal
chine, heading for Ancient Athens with Sherman . followed.
Socrates believed that although life is good,
and Mr. Peabody, we find ...
"Socrates is the wisest ofall men," said the "the unexamined life is not worth living" - a
push for education. Death on the other hand, is
Oracle at Delphi, the voice of the gods.
· When Socrates heard this he wondered not the end, but rather a trip to a better life. As
how this could possibly be. He had very little his famous last words state: "give the doctor a
money, hardly a job, and walked around bare- chicken (i.e., payment), I'm cured."
I can't wait until May 1998, when I can say
foot unable even to afford sandals. He was a
senator at one time, but gave up the chase. "I that to the Dean and move on to my better life. ·
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Visit one of our campus . repr~sentatives :to finCt out wliy.,

THIRD YJ;ARS
Dave Boyd
Wendy' Lin

'Ed .Cheng
. S~eil~ Mahmoudi*

.. St~cey James
·inna Shapiro

Juan Castro
Ryan Seba

Matt Buttler
Erica Robbins
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If Socrates Died by He1nlock, Where Does
T'hat Leave Us?
was really too honest a man to be a politician

lnunediate Action Urged to Protect
Student Aid
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l>ia11 R!at'k ro11lin11ed from page 1

problems in SB 187/Hayden, Sec. 6222 and
litigation to international contracts. She was 6345 of the Family Code. In his most recent
responsible for the recruitment and training proposal he introduced an amendment to give
BriefE""Y"'
of arbitrators and mediators, implemented a the court discretion to extend duration of
Divorce Mediation forum, and developed i"estrain~ng orders beyond the current 3 year·
educational conferences. She has been a limitation, contingent on adequate proof to
long time activist in the area of domestic the court of necessity.
Black was ·shocked at the response to
violence and family law. For the past 20
years she has worked with many community her bill proposals since she had not expected
.
Briefing template
organizations raising funds and working in to be taken seriously as just an individual
.streamlines
your ·
the trenches. She has seen the results of citizen. She had always believed that only
(w.s:~nm:~F'7'
...
work,
,helps
you
-large
organizations
had
access
for
legislative
family violence and was so moved by the
~/;,;:;;;· : _··focus .on the key
procedural plight of women seeking restrain- input, and -was ~nspired to know that one
... .. r~ue:: ;,,_,,,,.,, . . legal issues.
.
ing orders and the vulnerable position in person can make a difference. It doesn't
-·:···········
which these women find themselves that she bother her that she doesn't get any credit for
decided to change the process victims must these ideas. Her main concern is that the law
.-.-.·.···i:.ii('1,<it:\WM··-·-··"·1
go through in order to receive the protection be set up in such a way that victims' of vio>>MtetOsott word otwotdPettect.? '· . ···
lence
can
find
protection
in
the
Jaw
instead
Riii.E.V>:l'iffr:ff"--·-. always at your
of the law.
The impetus to transforrt the system by of a stumbling block.
.!.O:l'.!=:
fingertips! .
· Black explained that laW}'ers don:t like .
_which restraining orde..S are given came when
-Black discovered that even though an order to file contempt charges because judges don't
tftas previously been given, once the order like to hear them, especially in the family
_has expired the whole process must start court context. She suggested that the reason
ovet again because the statute of limitations for this is because judges think this "bad
has passed. There was no easy way to rein- behavior" is normal in div0rce and child
state the order or extend it beyond the origi- custpdy actions; thus there is no reason for
nal date. If an individual continues to harass the court to get involved. Black is disturbed
the person protected by the order past the by the trivialization of violence and doesn't
date of the order, and·no service address is even like the tenn domestic violence beknown so that the court can again serve the cause she thinks "violence is violence." She
harassor, the victim is in a very vulnerable feels that by giving a special label to "domes~~l~~V
position. Black realized that a restraining or- tic" violence, society categorizes violence as
more
and
less
important.
If
society
considder is more than a piece of paper, it is the
WIHH~ W.JU.~.nHDOffiLV ~n~atD
initial empowennerit tool which is crucial to ered all violent crime equal and worthy of
the victim's self protection. If the ord~r is the court·'s attention, then she believes it
W~IT~~ ~U~ffilTTIHG .n~TICLU
ffiOTIOH~.
violated, at least the victim has a court order wouldn't be such a difficult process to get
with which to file a contempt action. Black restraining orders, keep them _in force and
~tetlVt ~~l~~v ~O-™.n~t P~OG~.nm.
realized that if contempt is an issue, a filing use contempt actions to punish those who do
party without an attorney is at a serious dis- not respect the court order.
ffiOTIOH~
~~
~~l~~v
It took eight months for Tom Hayden
adv_antage in not understanding the legal process. She wanted to make .it easier for vic- -and Sheila-Kuehl to shepherd their respec~
tims to protect themselves and understand tive bills through all the committees and get
support from as many people as were needed
how to use the legal system.
Last January she started talking to people to see that the bills were passed, but both
who worked in the area of domestic vio~ were successful in getting the bills on Governor
lence, beginning with the San Diego Police Wilson's desk. Normally, if a bill sat on his
Department's Domestic Violence Unit. On desk for two weeks without being signed it
January 10th she walked into State Senator automatically became law. Unfortunately, when_
As recounted by Ms, M. Goose, Esq.
Lucy Killea's office to find out how to sub- a bill is placed on his desk at the end of the .
mit a bill proposal only to learn that she only legislative term, and he d&:sn 't sign it before the
had 8 working days in which -to submit a tenn ends, the'bill is thro~ out and the pr:Ocess
proposal, which meant writing it and then 1,mst start all over again At the moment, Gov.
convincing someone in the legislature to back Wilson is out of state on the Presidential camit. Black left Killea's office and went home paign trail. If he does not retuin soon ail the
to her computer, where she drafted five pro- work that has gone into Dian Black's legislation
posals which covered several problem areas will be for nothing.
This is an exciting time for Dian Black ·
dealing with service and contempt filing. She
understood that it is imperative·to have strong as she stands in the middle of this important
laws in place with the ability to use them. controversy. She wants everyone to know
he party of the first part, here in "water." The exact cause and proxiShe faxed these proposals to several legisla- that they. can make a difference if they care to
after-k_11own as "Jack," allegedly mate cause of the "fall," including the
'tors. Assembly member Sheila Kuehl's of- get involved by writing a bill. Since there are
_ ·accompanied by, joined by, or events directly preceding it, are un-ficetaxed a reply and a draft of her proposed no classes at the law school in the art of considered .to be in the presence of, known at this time and will necessarbill, both in the same day. Kuehl used three writing and promoting a bill, this might be the party of the second part, hereinafily b~ de!~J111i y.ed }1i11.!ing sub~~gµ.~mt
of Black's ideas and consolidated them into the most information you will get on the ter known as "Jill," endeavored todiscovery.-Jlffl.CSf'l dini ~ . but were tiev~
one preexisting bill. Tom Hayden's office topic; Both bills are currently on the gether, or as two separate people in ertheless un~s>;phtedly. incurred during
followed up by adopting one of her propos- Governor's desk. He has until November joint company, to ascend an incline, the scope of the parties' employment.
als as well, amending an existing bill to ex- 15th to pass, veto or abstain. If you wish to hereinafter referred to -as "a hilt'," of As a direct result of this "fall," "Jack"
tend the duration of restraining orders _in • have -a copy of the last bill text, call your such a height and angle of ascension suffered from what has been diagnosed
long-tenn harassment situations. He had pre- local legislator. If you wish to send a letter unknown to either_of the parties at the as a fracture of the skull area located
viously addressed the issue of restraining supporting the bills, fax a letter to Governor time of their alleged ascent, for the 3 mm. above the left ear socket. The
order durations for long tenn harassment Pete Wilson,,at (916) 445-4633.
sole purpose, as s_tipulated to by both fracture extends 4 mm. diagonally to-:
parties , of performing slave labor for ward the left temple. The fracture in
their parents; to wit, they were alleg- , quest.i on was diagnosed by hospital
edly instructed.to extract and retrieve personnCI using a CAT scan .and x-from the aforementioned "hill" an un- rays .' A statement taken from "Jack"
altered and unfiltered substance, with' en route to the hospital via.ambulance
a chemical and molecular composition indicated that he had "~roken his
consisting
of two hydrogen molecules crown" when he fell dowi:i.
a
More suspicious, ho~ever, was the
single bonded with a single oxygen
immediately subsequent •:fall" of the·
molecul~; said subst_ance commonly
referred-to as "water.'.' The aforemen- party of the second part, "Jill." H
tioned "water" was to be transported appears from the statements of both
down the "hill" by the two parties in a parties that, after "Jack." experienced
conlainer, known by the two parties as the consequences of exposure to the
_a "paii." The dimensions of the "pail" phenomenon of gravity, ... Jill" too sufmor~
in question are not at this time known fered from a purportedly acciilental,
and therefore will necessarily be de- rapid descent of the "hill" in an unin/termined during subsequent discovery tended manner. A witness to the event
proceedings. _The party of the first emotionally described it as '"Jill' came
part, "Jack," did, while engaged in the 'tumbling~ after" "Jack/' It remains
instr.u cted descent froin t,he "hill," pro- to be discovered whether there were
ceed to suffer from a gravitational er- other evil forces or other persons on
ror, to wit, a "fall." The direction of that "'hill" which .caused or sontribsaid "fall" was in the downward direc- tited to the incident involving the victio'n from the location in which "Jack" tims, "Jack" and "Jill;''
was standing when he acquired the·
U•mp\ll•-1IU-lfr1itt.rt•rL._..,>tu•J11U
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;emperatures in [)µblin. The English about something you might not be able to over . ·
haven't discovered that if you design the win- here. I was fortunate enough to have Irish ·
•
·
. ·
•
•
•
.
·
dowssotheyopenwider,itbecomesCOOLER. professors....one-who was abSQlutely brilliant
ID
ID
I spent a week there getting around by the and funny, and one who HATED u.s. We were
·
unde1-ground (the Tube) with 2,000 of my dos- all American delinquents. Some people on the
.
est fiiends i~ :00° trains: But,..that aside, Lon- trip i:eally perfect
. .ed that role. (I am proud to
. JI
~a·y' don was bnllt~t. Somewhat hke Los Angeles admit that I~ one!)
. 1 Y.le 1
Uj
&-<
.
.
with the busy h~le and bustle everywhere, the
School was atx:>ut ~be~ and the USO
smog, and the dirt. There were more people folks welcomed us in with a wine and cheese
•
' I "J I
' i
walking places than in L.A. and every shop you reception. Ah, yes, the indulgence begins. We - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - passed had some grea
. t ~ce music ~IJ!llping. I all got to meet for the first tim~ and experience
J,,. PC'
spent that week pushing through 1et tag and people from other schools. This was, for some,
J
It , ~ Ui 'J
trying to see all the great touristy places. 1 also the last time we would see them sober and not
J
had my first hostel experience, which~ctually hungover. Therewerepeoplefromalloverthe
was okay. Even got to drink to excess with a country, a couple from Ireland, one-from Aus.
•
.
. Canadian ·fiiend I m:t there who ~istakenly tralia,andthere~mostlyfroml)SD.Afte_rthis,
challenged me by saying that Amencans can't we headed straight for the pub to drink a
U1
rl"I
hold their liquor. ·So, I proceeded to match him . Guinness. I realized that I didn't really know ·
~ .
S
•
iS ·
cider for cider (8.9% per bottle, thank you very these people that I thought I knew from school.
a/l
SfartS a/ pm. '
much). I am proud to say that.HE, not I, had to I realiZ!XI this when Monkey Boy (most names
'
request the oh-so-kind taxi driver to pull overon wil~ be c~ged t~ protect !he guilty) stuck his
_
the way home to throw up. -Thank you. I must · entire face m a pint of Guinness and ~me up
l
say we paid for it the next day...laying in the foamy from chin to eyes and grinning like a
,.f'I .
common room of the hostel watching loon. Mind you this is a person who at school ·
~
1
Wimbledon and praying for death. It was so was somewhat quiet and·reserved with great
·. •
· .
·. .
· .
·
;'
•
HOT and there are no air conditioners or cold study habits and high grades. Dublin can cordri~ . or !ce. Unfo~tely,Dubljn didn~t ru~t anyone! 1. kn~~ at 'this moment it was .
• Starts at
pm. '
provide rehef because 1t wa's also hot and they going to be a great tnp.
· '
We were sta}?ng at Trinity College in the
.
·
seem to have the European policy of hot drinks

Come

for the best drinks ectals
Mondahs

town '

.

N;g t ·Football
$. 00 DP.a• 111 p' i·tche•'S

Ion
s·

Ever·" Tl u ,Jar" i·s·

c 0 l'iege N ig
• ht

$ .50 Drafts 7.00 till 8.00 pm.
$ 1 00 "ell $ 1 0-0 D raJ
1zig.h t

8

F· "d _
r ay

A..l.J f,e sch.o ol pa'•ty

$ 1.00 Tequila shots 1.50 Vodkt,is all night

$1 50·B eer o·tt·-·l-es
·..
6.00

also. ImissDu~lin,butlwasso.excitedtocome .ce.nterof~blin.. .Beautifu.·I schoot...4?0
. years '
home and pull mto a 7-11 on a hot day and buy old. ' It's a big tounst attraction because 1t houses
anicecolddrink. AAAAH.
the Book ofKells:and the Old Library. The
I arrived in Dublin before most ofthe ot~er Book of Kells dates back to 800 ~D and is sa!d
folks and spent most of the .weekend sleeping to have some of the most beautiful artwork in
arid trying to recover. I woke up every morning the world. Monks squeezed multicolored ink
with that magical thought "I'm in Ireland!" frominsectstomakethebook. The Old Library .
Once everyone got there, the drinking began. I dates back to 1712 and holds ireland's finest
really recommend this trip to anyone.consider- collection of Egyptian, Greek, Latin and Irish
ing it. You get to learn things about people you manuscripts. I saw neither one. But I did see a
never really ne~ed to know and you get to - vast array of pubs and night clubs!
mastertheartofattendingclasswithahangover . My roommate and I, Monsoon, had the
(this is a very important·skill for anyone with ideal·room for socializing. It faced the courtclass ·on Friday). One excellent thing about yard where every body walked around and was
drinking in Ireland is you don't tip bartenders! on the ground floor. We just sat in our window
'
(continued on page 8)
·
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Worl~

·. By Raj Rajan

pending the last year and a half about how smart you are for being there, ·of the ·wearisome and perilous tasks he had year, said, "the real world bites! But what
trying to keep my perspective on and the money-.. and power waiting arou'nd to ·perform for his ungrateful can you do?" And after seeing people's
law (which included dropping out the -comer at graduation. And it certainly master.:. wefoome to law school. I saw dejection· after going to that resume
of law school ·and coming back) and.life . doesn't hurt that we're in California where people do twice the amount of work I did boar:d, which seems to always read like a
in general probably had a lotto do with superficiality comes second nature (I sils- an!-f do worse when grades came out. Law who's who of Law Review, I'm thinking
about staying in the first year a couple of
why I was told I should do this column. pect that comes from the dreamers who School reality can be harsh.
And after all that time, I'm almost as move here a,nd that's not necessarily a bad
The one thing I find really interesting more years. I guess it disappointed me
clueless as I was- before I came to law thing). It's certainly i:iot hard to get caught ,' about the la,w school are,the rumors. There's that people who should have known me
school ( emphasiH>'h' 'tne:mlffost). But I up in it and get swallowed by the pressures a greek saying that goes: "the sword inflicts better believed some -of the stuff they
decided to write :-.this be~lH/se
associated with ·it.
of the first
a _less grevious blow than the tongue, the heard about relationships and why I left.
.
t.
.
I remember in undergrad when people former wounds the body, bu.ttheljltterhurts Just because I didn'-t say anything,
years who've already come to me wondei:ing if law school is really worth the . were impre.ssed if you knew w~at chapter the soul."
.
doesn't mean I wouldn't• bave told if
trouble and because of the second years the professor was .on. Law school's cerI guess rumors will abound in any small . you'd have asked. And if some of those
who've talked to me. about the difficul- tainly a whqle different world. Everybody g~oup .that spends an inordinate amount of rumors had been true, I sure wouldn' t
ties of finding a job, much less one they studies hard and at least for the first semes- time together. I, was disappointed to find have come back here. I guess I'll never
enjoy. · So for this article I figure I'll ter, most of the people expect to make law that my departur<? w_a s the source of many understand why people think or say the
shoot from the hip and tell-it like I see it, review. . There's definitely a diverse stu- ridiculous.and just wrong minors: Guess things they do, but then ag3in, I don't
about law school, life, and everything dent body, though not as much as undergra~. · it'~ not ~~rd. to:say s9.mething about some- . really know why Kato kaelin.'s a star eielse. and just keep my fin·g ers crossed You have n:iore'than your share of cocky "one wbenthey're.grine "and-can'trespond < ther.
people and little less than your share_of fo th~m. Amazirtg wh~t a person will say
But Before I. sourid too critical .o f the
that some of it makes sense.
I might as well begin with what led laid back stlidents, And no matter what wh~~; they'refipthappy with yo1;1. B~H dQ~ .fa\\'', sc~oqLor the;.Ja~ . co~unity,) do
me to come and leave school. Living in class, in every law school, there's always und~rsta~d tfie '.diribsity pe"opl{ have"as·io : _waritt1fthank all tho8e periple who when
Tennessee, where tipping cows is like those annoying few people who have to the '~eas0ris someone leaves . law schooJ. · they heard ·1 was leaving ~. '1P ~me
going to the beach is, here, I decided a make a coinmenton every subject every tosirig a 'relationship is a reason-to be.sad personailytri.wish me' liJ<;k; gave me ~es
long time ago th'at I wanted to live in day. The French say, "ceux qui parlent ·, bufhotfqleave law school and throw away after my la$tclass:~called me., aDdleft. me
mailbox. I was swpri~ at
California. I think I made that decision beacoup, ne disent jamais rien." [ Great $30,000. Maybe 5 to 10 but not 30 thou- letters -iii
after watching the movie "the Malibu talkers seldom say anything worth hear- sa,ndi· Having to have knet; surgery ~nd the number that did and it was appreciated_ .
I'll save what I did this summer and
Bikini Beach Shop." After I graduated ing]. I think those people are reason enough being on crutche; for 6'mo~ths is reason
college, my dad offered to pay for law notto be in law school. '
.
enoug!J for 1t1e but I e!lded up evac:ling the ·. reason's I came bacl,c for next time I g~t a
So I justified my lack of interest in surgery,
dad's' not likirig that excuse. "chance to write> ButI just wantto say to
school, so I took it as a perfect opportunity to avoid the real world, live in a doing the work by saying that I just wasn't Maybe because law can be~ mind-numb- _,, the secqnd years_who 're hitting tha~job
beautiful city where you could play bas- going to be a lawyer. . After ail, a lot of ingly. boring and being lawyer has abouf ' waHor to the first years who'r~ 'having
ketball, tennis, and golf year-round, hang CEO's. in Forturle500 companies have their as much ·app,eal as watching a full-length doµbts ~bout law school, I've been there,
out at.the beach, write a novel (delusion~ J.D'. Arid there were other reasons to stay: rebroadcast of the OJ Simpson ca.se.""'Or ' done that, and if you need to ta~k, give
of becoming a writer), and get a law degree A best friend, Living in San Diego (which maybe I wanted to squeeze in a little more .me·a call ~ we'll go find a bar tJaat plays
afong the way. I figured how hard could in itself is a good reason), making a lot of fun be(or~ I die (or become a lawyer, which- so.m e Zepp Iin, have a few beers, and figlaw school be? It's not like I was going to other good friends, and 'what the heck else ever comes' first) might be the best reason ure things out. Homework can wait.
.. There's a ·good axiom, taken partly
F Y.ale (that one's for you Professor Brooks).· did I have to do? But one by one the I can come up w.i th. My dad always tells
Funny thing about going·to law school ·reasons left or changed a'nd law school sud- me, "the real furhn youi:Jife ·wi'll :begin -., from Hai;nlet>that I think: Is right on the
is that you begin to believe the mystique denly got to be way mpre trouble than it when yoti get a rl(al job and go ~>Ut in the .· !"Oney,: '~'.fhe decisions we ~e dictate
surrouding it. About how hard it is, how was worth. In Mozart's opera. Don rea.1 world." ummm..... yeah dad, ·what'" ·the livts we lead; To thine 9wn self be
you, should be studying l2 hours a day, Giovanni, his servant Le~rello complained ever. Like my friend Steve, a ·second true."
~
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By Kenneth Long
grafitti in the bathroom or sit on a toilet
7:30 AM. Thi.s is the time the traffic wondering what is festering beneath me.
office opens. ·· I know this because I called He would run from bathroom to bath.room
yesterday and asked. Today I'm going to cleaning away. Maybe move him up one
do something I have never done before: more notch to the bookstore. I'm sure the
buy a parking permit. Last week I tried way he.writes those tickets he could think
walking to school; it was too far. No carpool of a way to get me a Corporations Text- .
is available and I can't ride my bike with all book before the third week of class. He
my books. It seems as though even though - probably wouldn't giggle and gab while I
I pay 18 grand a year to attend USO they wait in line holding 90 pounds of books
·can't provide me with a locker. I don't like those peksy undergraduate cashiers.
want a parking permit - I hate driving and I Better yet, put him in career services. I
hate parking. But there are no options left. respect the people of career services so
7:35. The traffic office is still not open much bec'ause they have an almost imposeven though there are five of us outside sible job - helping 'hundreds of students
waiting to fork out more hard-earned bread find work in a· buyer's market. Add this.
for a parking.permit. I feel like we are in guy to an already great team - get him 1in
line for something important, not waiting those mailman shoes calling law firms. He:
for a blue sticker that gives us a one in gets up so early so we could have him at
he overwhehning n;iajority of success- you are goi.ng to send yoilr limo up to get me ·seven chance of finding a spot. We will work at 4:00 a.m. to call all of the Eastful businesses the world over make a • in Oceanside, I'll be driving one of my cars.
have a nice fountain though.
coast firms and have him stay late to finish
habit of finding out what their cus- And when I get here, I want to park near my
7:37. The traffic office team is here, off the West. Mr. Ticket Writer, I am
tomers want and then behave accordingly - destination without having to resort to bribing
upset with us for cutti.ng into their coffee confident, could call every firm in this counexcept of course for the Catholic church and underclassmen in order to secure a parking , time. They scratch themse,lves, drink cof- try and ask about openings, working like a
one-legged man·
fee and have
by extension, USD. It was not until I read the place.
·
September 10th issue of the Union Tribune
"USD's planning department is confident
me fill out
• 11 l.-iaiP lAJLJa·• .-.
~n an ass-kickthat I realized the road block on Marian Way that the fountain won't be too much of an
twfto forhms.
~~~~l__-~!'_!:'!:\_I__~
.,_:
mgcontest.
·
..
.
Ho w
was not a temporary inconvenience due to a incol)venience for the 6,000 students who . A er a s ort
ehat
on
the
·
do
we
W'5te
water main replacement or another little pro- attend the university... There are aiways [parkject.
ing] spaces on campus;' says Fred Brooks,
phone they
such talent?
tell me to
·
·
. . · . ~·WJ""\' .'
"' ·
Why do we put
Whatever boneheads decided to erect a $3.5 Vice President of Finance and Administration
that
the
fastest,
write
out
Mii.LION fountain in the middle of a busy for USD. What' he fails to mention is that you
check,
which
steadiest,
most
intersection thus forcing all traffic onto what have to have your name on one of these
I
must
say
could
have
treated
my
spouse
dedicated
worker
writing
parking
tickets
had been tiny, one~way roads, thereby elirni- reserved spaces in order to legally park there.
and I to many a nice date. By 7:55 I am · , when there are areas of this campus just
nating even more parking. spaces, must have
Listen Fred, tell your bosses the next time
done. 1 don't have a permit because they burning for some attention? Can you imagtheir own personal parking spaces next to they want to spend $3.5 million on useless
nee4 to laminate it. I ask for a temporary ine this man working in the print shop? I
God's in the Holy' Roman parking lot next to ornamentation that no one needs or wants and
_permit for the day so I won't get a ticket. I could have a syllabus for every class by the
the Immacufata. No one who has ever arrived which will in fact cause a lot of unnecessary
get the mad look again (first you show up first day of school. I could ask him quesat school an hour before his or her first class in pain, why ·don't you just pierce all of our
on time - now you want a permit for the tions about my copy card that malfunctions
the morning, just to find a parking space with- tongues and give us all tattoos. That would be
day!).
without being stonewalled by those ignorain book carrying/walking distance of school a lot less expensive and easier to live with than
1 get a little green paper to park for the mus clock-watchers who know I'll leave if
would ever decide that what this school needs your 28,000 square foot fountain.
day, go directly to my truck and find a . they just keep stalling. Train this man,
I have to admit that the Catholic institution
is a fountain instead of more parking. Why is
ticket already on the windshield. A fifty- have him fix copy machines and save me
it the people who make the decisions which has become a bit more sensitive to the needs of something man in mailman shorts .is stand- the trouble of walking from the law school
ing two cars up furiously punching his little to the library (where every once in a while I
impact our lives the greatest are always the people since they used to castrate choiI; boys in
gadget. Three cars already have tickets.
get a good copy).
ones who are the most out .of touch? The fat order for them to better entertain the Pope. But
· I approached USD's President about
I approach the man, show him my carold congressman who votes to fund a war, they and their child, USD, need to work on
bon check and temporary permit while I this and told her what a valuable resource
never actually risks his life in the fight. It's asking people what they want and need instead
explained that I just bought a permit. I also we had out there. She said that she knew
never the people who pay for and use the of patemalisticly giving us what·they want us
explained that I tried to park in a temporary about. the parking ticket writers, most of
school who get to decide how their money is to have. The Holly mother church should get
space but they were all full and I hurried as them transfer to USO from the California
hip·to a concept that other trillion dollar multispent and what is actually needed.
fast as I C?uld but the parking office ladies Agricultunil Inspection Station in Yermo.
Anyone who knows me or reads this column nationals have IJSed successfully, .i.e., making
regularly knows I am riot a soulless cretin who . the customer happy. That cross over the door were late and slow and that I never drove to Some begin their careers as toll booth at- ·
couldn't care less for aesthetics. I'm sure I thing you guys pulled last Christmas vacation campus before and really didn't have an tendants, others start out in USD's mail
have ~ore_art and music in my house than any was really cute. This stunt will prove even option. He. scratched his mostly bald head room but can't handle working so slow.
and said "You's gonna have to file an ap- Then I asked if we could possibly promote
ten USD students put together. All of my more to alumni that giving money to USD is
peal." Then he wrinkled his forehead and these meter-maids to a real position and tap
just
a
big
waste,
It
has
convinced
me!
if'r~~ and ·1 are artists o~ some ~nd and/p r
went about punching the ·buttons on his this well of energy and committrnent.
"If
that
fountain
isn't
done
by
the
first
of
~Usipans. I've spent my life creatmg or seekNintendo Game Boy with relentless speed:
"The problem" the President says, "is ·
ing aesthetically pleasing surroundings, but November, I might be out of a job;' Fred
You ·don't find many people like this. that they never went to law school. They
even I have a practical side which demands a Brooks has said. If you keep alienating USD I'm not talking about hourly drone employ- overhear moot court, watch O.J. on televireality cheek from the clowns who want to ·students, this school will be out of a lot of ees who perform the thankless tasks of this sion, and get some c~ idea that practictum USD into a "pedestrian campus:' Hey goodwill, which translates into dollars: Think planet (i.e. writing parking tickets). There ing law is fun." The president stares out
about it, it's called good business.
guys, for all the grad students and lots of
are lots of them. I'm talkingabout men and the window, watching in disgust as they
undergrads, this is a commuter school. Unless
women who give themselves ·t 00% to their run from car to car to ensure each has a
job. Just think if we could take Mr. Ticket properly placeq permit. She sighs and says
Writer and promote him to the office of "they just love to say 'you's gonna have to
Janifor. Never·again would I have to read file an aooeal."'
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.advertisers. Without thei_r
generous · support we would not
be able to have a paper!
QUOTES AND NOTES:
In 1987, ,during the Bicentennial of the Constitution, the 9 Supreme Court Justices. were
asked to participate in a· reenactment of the drafti.ng of the Constitution. "[Justice]
Marshall refused to participate, noting that the Constitution had failed to abolish slavery.
He told the brethren, 'If you are going to do what you did two hundred years ago,
somebody is going to have to give me short pants anq a tray so I can serve coffee.'"
Michael D. Davis and Hunter R. Clark, Thurgood Marshall, Warrior at the Bar, Rebel
on the Bench, (1992) Birch Lane Press, p. 370.
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Guinness - from page 5

I

)
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and talked to people. The only drawback was
listening to the guy in the kiosk calling for
''. ..anyone for aguided tour of the college including the Old Library and the Book ofKells..."
200 thousand times a day. Another drawback is
listening to all the drunks carousing in the courtyard (wtless I happened to be one of them)
yelling up to people or randomly ringing dorm
buzzers.
·
At first, we all made a valiant effort to go to
class. After a while other things became more
important.. .like sleep. I am pleased to say that
hangovers were rare. I DO love Guinness! The
locals say that it is good for you because it
contains a lot of iron and doctors actually recommend it for many ailments. I'm a believer.There were a few die hards - even among the
group who would only receive a pass/fail grade
- who came to class every day and did all the
reading. I assure you this was NOT me. I was
puzzled over these people who still managed to
retain the competitive spirit in the land of "no
worries." Fortwtately, the Irish way is to cram
an entire course into a few hciurs before exams.
I did that really well (I hav~ a BA in cramming
from college). Alsofortwtate for me that grades
did not reflect my lack of attendance and poor
study habits. Even one of my professors told us
not to take it too seriously with encouraging
statements like, "You have reading to. do, but
skim over it and don't dwell. Drinking is more
important at this jwtcture." In the prophetic
words of Daffy Duck, "LOVE that man!"
' Staying at Trinity was definitely an experience, especially for those of us who have never
stayed in a dorm setting. The dorms were a
combo of a B&B and the donn for students. It
was a silly combination since we would come
home at all hours and wake children; and they
would run arowtd screaming during the day
thereby intenupting welldeserved and much needed naps. I can't understand why people, couples really, stay there
since there isn't a double bed in the entire college. One family we dealt with had a married
couple and five children in a two bedroom (two
twin bed) suite. The children were evil little
m0nsters that looked like angels. Their parents
seemed tci think supervision wasn't necessary
so they ran amuck. . One little girl tried ·to
rollerblade up and do\vn the stairs and out onto
the cobblestone courtyard. Mom must have
had a sick sense ofamusement here because she
let it continue. I found that same little girl later
trying to light cigarette butts she foµnd on the
ground (she was about 5). Some folks in our
gf9llp thought it would be fun to hold the door·
from the outside while the.little thing was trying
to open it from the inside (no
here,
Sunny). Each floor had approximately two
rooms with two people in each. Four people
shared one kitchen and all eight shared the toilet
and the shower. This was really neat. I liked it.
You had to have a key to open the toilet door
and it was right by the front door to the building.
(I was there for seven weeks and I still can't ask
where the toilet is...that feels weird to 8ay.) So,
picture it's 4:00 a.m. and you MUST pee.
You've had five too many beers and came
home, took offyour smoky clothes, and fell into
~ with nothing on but one sock and your bra
(guys, work with me here...fill in your own
visual). Not only do you have to find something
to put on, but you have to locate the bloody key.
You stwnble out into the blinding fluorescent
light with smeared lipstick and raecoon eyes.
Just as you think you are safe and make it to the
toilet door, really cute guys come in the front
building door. Horrified, they run up the stairs
to seek shelter shrieking about "fuckin' Americans." Yep. Loved that. When expressing my
distaste ·at this situation to a fellow classmate, I
was told ..That's what the sink in your room is
for." Ide. Okay, so there"s a visual I can't go
into, but you get the point. The shower's were
also really neat. Many had buttons you had to
push to keep the water coming out. Monsoon
and I were lucky because we had a regular
- shower.' However, those who weren't so lucky ·
had to find ways to work arowtd it. I have heard
of some bizarre ritual called the shower dance
which involves using any available appendage
to push the button. Alrighty then. I have also

names

(continued on page 12)

IL's Reveal
Motives at Deans'
Welco1ne Party
By Catherine Trzos

F

irst-year law students got better acquainted with each .other and some
key members of the Law School administration at a party hosted by Dean
Kristine Strachan, Associate Dean Virginia
. Shue and Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson at
the Bahama Beach Clubhouse at the
Coronado.Cays on Friday, September 8.
,The purpose of the party was to give
all new students a chance to get to know
each other, the Deans and the Student Bar
Association leadership in an informal setting. During the festivities, students expressed themselves on an"[ Came to Law
School because ... " graffiti wall. The following is a sampling of the quips proferred
by witty I L's.

Students enjoy the "beverages" at the Dean's party.

I came to law school because...

- My psychic said it was my destiny.
- I had some time to kill.
- I have eyebrows like Robert Shapiro.
- l needed more problems.
- I missed the mental hazing I received in
NROTC.
- I (heart) debt.
- I'm good enough... Smart enough ... and
Gosh Dam It, people like me!
- To free O.J.
- I bought a new laptop.
- I wanted to get even with my parents.
- Med School didn't accept me.
·- You mean this isn't med school!?!
- [ like the gray wigs.
- .. .to perfect my alcoholism.
_- Coleman College rejected me.
- Call 1-900-INJURED..
• .
- To set precedent.
- Beacause I thought it would be ... Fun??
- I wanted to defer my student loans.
·- Dammit Jim, I'm a doctor not a lawyer.
- .. .I'm smart.
.
- Because I really dug Marcia Clark's new
hairdo.
- You know ...to save the world!
- I had an extra $95,000 lying around.
- Because I could.
•
- I'm looking for a needy undergrad BoyToy
with a beemer.
- To be like John Grisham andyut Tom
Cruise in a movie ·adapted from my
bestseller.
- Because my life was too easy, stable and
normal.
- To see my professors on medication.
- To live near Nico's.
- My dad/brother wanted me to.
- I was kicked out of card dealers' school.
- No reason ... ( just like doin things like
,
that. ,
- I are good at lnglesh (sic)
- More interesting than DATA :
- So I could be Shaquille O'Neil's agent
when his baseball (sic) contract negotiations come up.
- Law School?? I thought this was business
school.
- I love useless infonuation.
- So I could understand the storylines in
L.A.- Law.
·
.
- I don't know why- but I want out NOW!
- I wanted to meet smart women.
- For my one-third.
- My masochism acted up·.
- My cat said it would be a good idea.
- To go to work in the family business and
bill my Dad for legai fees.
- I've always been an asshole, I decided it
was time to be paid for being one.
- ...to escape from New York.
- I couldn't find a job in the real world.
- I found a job in the. real world!
- Is this Law School?!

Students 'fess up. The
real reasons _they went to
law school.
. lll1v
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As the party winds down, lLs wonder "Where
Dean anyway?" (She was actually stuck in a
hurricane.)
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A Look~t Employment Law~

I

USD' Professor's Labor Law Class Sheds Light. on All Viewpoints

By Kenneth Long
again proudly disam a Republican by ~irth. My parents cuss their union
.
once told me they did not care who - status. Other reaeven if - I ever married, so long as I sons why union
married a Republican. When my Dad found membership has
out I was taking Contemporary Labor Prob- decfined include
lems as an elective, he hoped I would turn the election of
into a "union-busting" lawyer. I didn't. long-term union
Instead the class shed some light on my leaders who have
previously one~sided view of unionization not kept in touch
and collective bargaining. Much to my with the workers
surprise, labor unions are not about wear- they represent, and
ing camouflage and smashing trucks. The the loss of the strike
violence, according to Professor Weckstein, as an effective barthat sometimes accompanies strikes is usu- gaining tool.
ally the result of"one or two hotheads."
What
this
Membership in labor unions has means to a law studropped considerably in the United States. . dent practicing emYears ago, nearly a third of all workers ployment/labor law is that his or her chances
were represented by some kind of collec~ of fighting to start a union or keep one out
tive bargaining organization. Today, ortly of a workplace are slim. The days of taking
on the sweatshop goons have passed. How15% are members of a union.
There is no one reason o~ trend respon- ever, attorneys who do work union cases
sible for this decline. One factor is an idea may get to challenge tactics employed in
that took hold during the last decade, a sort organizational campaigns.
Professor
of "look after yourself' attitude. Employ- Weckstein once had a case in which the
ees did not make long-term plans for the workers at a plant were voting to decide
future or unite to confront their problems whether to bring in the union. The employtogether - the two primary functions of a ees voted against the Union and the Union
union. Instead they cared only about them- appealed, saying that during the campaign
selves and the present. A second factor in the management had threatened to fire pr<>:the decline in union membership is a sort of union voters. A second election was held,
antipathy towards the working class. People and the management's speeches were redon't want to be "working class," they in- corded -_threatening to fire pro-union votstead prefer to be called "middle class." ers. A third election was held, without
"Union" and "working class" are two terms such coercion, ai;td thee mployees then voted
that seem inextricably joined; if you are a to bring in the union.
union member, you are also working class.
Attorneys that represent unions or inRecognizing this, unions have rebounded dividual members of unions also have the
slightly in the public sector by calling them- opportunity to combat unfair labor pracselves "Professional Organizations,'' and tices. Both sides are guilty of unfair pracnow public employees are beginning to once tices to some degree, although many would

haveyou believe that ing when Ronald Reagan fired striking Air
management is more Traffic Controllers in the early l 980's, callguilty than organized ing it a national emergency. Legislation
labor. A third area of now permits employers to permanently repractice involves pro- place striking workers, making it very
tecting established tempting for long-term employees to cross
unions from being picket lines. Some employers have tried to
decertified. Much of avoid unions by establishing small comthis work is handled mittees in which the management and the
by attorneys at the workers bargain, but this practice is mostly
National Labor Rela- prohibited by the Fair Labor Standards Act.
tions Board, and
There are optimistic people who bemuch of the rest of it lieve that the adversarial nature of unions
is picked up by the is fading aQd that a harmonious relationlawyers at the AFL/ ship between management and workers
CIO and other well will exist in the futur~. In Sweden, for
established unions. example, 99% of all employees are memIn the near future, it bers of unions and they get along well
is more probable that new attorneys in- with their employers, even resenting any
tere~ted in labor law will practice indi- negative suggestions andadvice from vis~
vidual cases, handling such issues as iting Americans. In Germany, a variable
wrongful discharge, discrimination, and percentage of the boards of directors of
worker's compensation. Although corporations must be union members.
these fields are growing, much of the While Professor Weckstein agrees that
work will be done through arbitration much of what management and unions
and other alternative 'dispute resolu- want is the same, he believes that when it
tion mechanisms. Litigating these comes time to divide the pie, there has to
types of cases often requires filing be some type of adversary system.
I don't suppose I will ever convince
complaints through the EEOC, OSHA,
or other regulatory agencies that re- my Dad that unions do more than wave
quire attorneys with specialized knowl- signs and throw rocks. Nevertheless, vioedge in order to successfully navigate lence during strikes and elections is rare;
we just hear about it because there are
through the beaurocracy.
Whether labor unions will start to hordes of news media trying to sensagrow in power again or continue to de- tionalize what little there is. So if you
cline is unclear. The entrenched leaders want a challenging career that can make
of some of the larger unions have left a difference, and that helps people prounder great pressure from their mem- tect one ofthemost precious parts of their
bers, only to be replaced with others from lives, labor law may be a good field to
the same establishment who act no dif- explore. If you. want a career that inferently. The strike has lost a lot of its volves violence, you will have to pracpower as a union weapon, arguably start- tice family law.

Corporate Labor Law Specialist Discusses Her Work

A

9

By Lynne Anne Baker

local. Late nights to satisfy a judge's
One intriguing thing about the employfiling ~eadline were a given. That is ment law area is_thatit is in a c?nstant_stat
vers1ty Law School, Anne mto new engmeenng markets with current now fairly rare and I am able to set more offlux. There are new cases bemg decided
Celentino serves Cubic Corpora- technology. Beyond our defense work, for of my own deadlines. Also, l can retain all the time. It is a challenge to stay current
tion as its in-house Labor Law specialist. example. we have a subsidiary which special- outside counsel when necessary. The on the law but it is definitely an interesting.
After earning her undergraduate degree in izes in the development, sale and maintenance w:ork hours here follow Cubic corporate area.
history at UC Santa Barbara, Anne first of automatic fare collection equipment for culture, so ifl'm not traveling, forty hours Q: What do like most about an in-house
discovered her interest in labor law during light railways and buses: We,currently have a week is at least a possibility. If I'm -Job? ·
-a second year law school course dealing about 3,000 employees.
extremely busy, that is a challenge to A: Unquest_ionably, it _is the opportunity
with labor unions and discrimination is- - Q: How is the legal group at Cubic orga- maintain.
that I have to work with senior manage.
. .Q: What are some of the most interest.:. ment to make policy, to be 'involved in the
sues. She-shared her though_ts on labor law nize.d?
and the pros and cons of both partner track A: Our General Counsel, William Stewart; ing developments thathave occurred in business side of things and to work in the
and in-house work.
manages the group. He is corporate secretary labor Jaw since you began practicing litigation prevention area. In private pracQ: What do you most enjoy about the and handles mergers and acquisitions. We eight years ago?
tice, your primary focus as a labor lawyer
field of Labor Law? ·
have five other attorneys who specialize in A: There has been some significant new in most large firms . is .the defense of emA: It is very people oriented. Each case is areas such as ethics, government contracts, · legislation. For example, on the federal ployment cases on behalf of companies. In
really a human story; you learn where some- intellectual property and mass transit law. A side, the Civil Rights Act of 1991, the other words, you work on the lawsuit after
one went to school, what their goals were, new USO graduate [Steven Davis] was re- Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), it has been filed, in most cases long after
what happened to them during a period of cently hired who works primarily in the real and the Family and Medical Leave Act, the decision to terminate has been made.
their work life. That makes it very interest- estate and environmental areas.
just to name a few. .
You really have no control over the facts
Q: What expertise would a labor lawyer need
The cases that have come d.own re- that you are handed.
ing work to me.
Q: Where did you begin your career?
to go in-house?
cently in the employment area have also .
As Cubic's in-house attorney, I work
A: As an associate at Sheppard, Mullen, A: One needs a working knowledge of em- been fascinating. There have been a with management and our Human ReRichter, Hampton in downtown San Diego. ployment law; generally the areas of wrong- number of new cases in the areas of em- sources department on employment issues
I had the benefit of getting my training ful termi_natiori, employment discrimination, ployment discri111ination, sexual harass- and hopefully, prevent some suits from ocfrom Dick Freeman and John Collins, two wage and hour law, ERISA [employee ben- ment, wrongful termination, workplace curring. You also do this with compliance
terrific labor lawyers who taught me a great efits], and affirmative action. Union negotia- safety, and alternative dispute resolution. work, ensuring that Cubic complies with
For example, in the sexual harass- applicable employment laws, and in traindeal. Generally, we defended companies tion can be important, as ·is a familiarity with
in employment litigation.
.,
federal employment laws like the Walsh- ment area, there was a Supreme Court ing supervisors and managers on how to
Q: What prompted you to make a change Healey and Service Contract Acts.
decision in 1993 which addressed the deal effectively with employment issues.
to Cubic?
It was extremely helpful to have a back- standard for determining whether a hos- This is by far the most rewarding part of the
A: In 1991, my son Joseph was born. I ground in public speaking, because training tile environment exists. There was a job, from my perspective.
planned to take six months off but soon and development of management personnel case which discussed the circumstances Q: Compare California employment law
realized that I was not prepared to leave my are also important parts of any in-house jobs in which employers can drug test their to the rest of the country. How does it
son to the long days that private practice at most companies. I have given training employees. There have been cases and impact the cost of doing business here?
demanded. Since at that time my husband sessions to management on a wide variety of legislation regarding the future of affir- A: California definitely has many comand I both were working at law firms [her topics such as sexual harassment, affirmative mative action programs as well as cases plex employment laws which companies
husband Chris is now a partner at Luce, action requirements, progressive discipline and add~ssing what medical conditions are need to comply with as well as a history of
Forward], I felt I was ready to shift into a termination, as well as new legislation such as disabilities under the ADA.
case law which generally tends to favor the
more "eight to five''. kind of practice. I the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Another new development has been employee in employment litigation. For
learned that Cubic was searching for an Q: How does corporate work differ in time the increasing tendency of companies to example, cases decided in California have
developandutilizearbitrationagreements held that there are unlimited punitive damattorney with labor expertise and pursued demand from firm work?
the job. In 1992, I began working three A: I certainly travel a great deal more now, - in the employee setting. This has oc- ages in discrimination cases ;md that emdays a week. I have gradually transitioned since my company has divisions located all curred primarily as a result of case law ployees can sue for discrimination without
over the years to full-time now that my son over the country and overseas. This can be that has approved of alternative dispute
,
is in school.
demanding. Generally, my work for Sheppard, resolution, especially arbitration, as a
Please see ln-l lo11.se Counsel
Q: Tell us about Cubic Corporation.
Mullen was court calendar driven and usually means of resolving employment disputes.
011 page 11
198~ graduate of Georgetown Uni-

A: It is a local success story of a defense

~ontractor wh~ch h~s successfully ~iversified
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Employment Law from the Plaintiff's Side

.
E
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By Lisa Hess

•r

sn 't 1t aiways nice to meet or hear of an nesses whose testimony supported the
alumnus who is ~orking ... as an plaintiff's case, the defendant company
attorney... doing well ... and making a clrumed the plaintiff was promiscuous ~nd
difference in society? It's always nice to had invited the misconduct. After $900,000
know that we all have a chance to make it. · was awarded to her client, Pierce professed
Well, that's what l'm going to set out to do. that the most rewarding part wa·s hearing
Every month l will profile a different alum- the jury verdict, knowing the defendants
nus who is practicing in Motions' featured were wrong.
Pier~e ..used the anecdote to illustrate
field oflaw. This month's focusis employment law. As such, I was lucky enough to the most difficult part of representing plaintalk to Norma M. Pierce, a 1990 graduate tiffs. She regrets that defendants in emof USO, who specializes in employment ployment law are very unlikely to settle.
There are subsequent cases pending against
law, mainly on the plaintiffs side.
Even prior to attending USO, Pierce knew the non-profit company in El Centro and
that employment law was her calling. She even with their loss and all the witness
recalls reading an article about employers' · testimony stacked against them, they still
abuses in spite of the Civil Rights Act and . refuse to settle. "People get very defenwanting to do something to correct them. sive," Pierce explains. She prefers settleShe was pleasantly surprised to find that . merits because "trials are so expensive and
former Secretary of Labor, Willard Wurtz, taxing on the plaintiffs."
Other interesting areas that Pierce has
was a professor here at USO. Professor
Wurtz gave Pierce invaluable insight into worked in are pregnancy discrimination and
what's really going on in employment law. religious discrimination. She finds rriany
Subsequently, Pierce u~ed Professor Wurtz of the constitutional issues fascinating.
While Pierce enjoys representing plaintiffs,
as a mentor for Law Review.
Pierce did an externship with the Court she admits that not all defendants are "bad
of Appeals under Justice Work. For her it . guys." Many of the defendant emplQyers
was enlightening to see the law from a Pierce represerits are truly interested in actneutral angle. She also clerked at Backes, ing in a "correct" manner. Most of the
'Friesen, and Wolf, where they practice work she does with them is advisory in
strictly plaintiffs' employment law. Now, nature.
When asked what advice she would
she works at Zampi and Associates, where
she is not limited to the plaintiffs' side, but have for students interested in the employdoes 95% of her work for them in the ment law field, Pierce paused. "It's helpful
to work with an attorney in the field or
employment law area, nevertheless.
Pierce .finds her work very satisfying. maybe even just set a time to meet with
Recently, she has been working on many them." She explained that most attorneys
sexual ·harassment cases. A case in El she knows like doing 'it, and that they may
Centro brought her particular satisfaction. even be flattered by student inquiries.
Her client had been subjected to constant Pierce was so helpful, doing this interview,,
sexual innuendos and physical contact, in- and it's likely that many more aluntni will
cluding being pinned up against a wall and be equally as giving of-their time. lt's imkissed. The defendant company, ironically portant to note that Pierce's first job was
a huge, non-profit organizatiOn, was com- acquired through our very own Career Serpletely arrogant. Despite hordes of wit- vices·Department... there is hope yet!
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Defense Counsel Describes His Viewpoint on E1nploy1nent Law

T

By Karen Heumann

hirty-four year old Mike Sullivan is
a partner .at Gray Cary Ware &
Freidenrich. He is a litigator who
specializes in Employment Law, because,
as he says, "employment cases are particularly interesting to litigate because there is
always an interesting story involved.. People
_are at their jobs more than with their family. Their identity is tied \IP with their job.
Also; the case is not about an event in·time.
- 'Was the light green?'. The issues are
rarely black and white. Also, the case lawinvolves complex legal issues. There is
federal law, state law, and county regulations. There are complicated issues of presumption, and always new legislation."
Most employment cases are brought
by plaintiffs in state court, although federal
courts are 'more favorable to defendants.
Employment law cases don't go to trial as
often as other cases because they are expensive to litigate and the cases ate very
fact intensive. Mike Sullivan explains that
a lot of cases are decided on motion. He
remarks that he is personally happy if: he
gets to go tq trial a couple of times in a
year, and even then it is not always for his
own trial but as support for another attorney.
Employment law firms typically exclusively represent either plaintiff or. defondant cases. Sullivan's fion does on oc~asion take a plaintiff case, but they predominantly represent management (defendants). The reason for the exclusivity, Mr.
Sullivan explains, is quite simply, " You
get into the situation where it pisses clients
off switching sides." His firm almost lost a
defense account. while involved in some
plaintiff side work. Mr. Sullivan explains,
"It is contrary to the interests of the company. Management doesn't like it when

(

they se~ their lawyers representing plaintiff
clients."
Defense-side clients appreciate attor-.
neys with a human resources background
or management experience because they
feel the attorneys can better understand
them.
Regarding the future oflabor law, Mike
Sullivan feels labor and employment law is
"clearly not dying." While, compared to
15 years ago, many issues have waned in
importance, Mr. Sullivan explains issues
"change and evolve" but don't go away.
lssues created under the ADA (Americans
with Disabilities Act) and sexual harassment issues illustrate some of these changes.
Mr. Sullivan credits more gender-related
cases to ~he national awareness of sexual
harassment spawned by Anita Hill. He
explains that the public has become more
educated, though he more often finds educated employees rather than 'employers.
Other changes include the extension of the
definition ofsexual harassment. lt no longer
has to involve a physical touching.
ln response to the Senator Packwood ·
scandal, Mr. Sullivanwryly s~id, "l would
not advise a client to use·the ',I was drunk
and don' t remember but didn't do it' defense." He wenfon to say, "What we·have .
seen in that area is raising of consciousness.. lt is a rare employer that doesn't have
a sexual harassment policy; that is, rare and
ill-advised."
In California, sexual preference cases
are covered by the Labor Code and enforced by the Labor Commissioner. There
was a proposed amendment to add protection against discrimination based on sexual
preference under the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing, but Governor
Wilson felt it was unnecessary. Instead,
the Labor Code was amended with section

1102.1 to cover sexual preference discrimi- an employer suspects an employee of serination.
ous rule violations, the employer needs to
According to Sullivan, affirmative ac- know how to go about his investigation
tion is a politicized issue. "There is a move without violating the law.
away froni . reasoned consideration and a
"There is always tension between manmove toward rhetoric. There is a funda- agement and employees," Mike Sullivan
mental misunderstanding as .to what affir- points out, "and cases are tried to juries of
mative action is, and that misunderstanding employees." Given the fact that an
is capitalized on by individuals with politi- individual's identity is very often tied to
cal agendas. We make a mistake when we his work, wrongful termination cases are as
make such important issues a ·matter of emotional as discrimination or sexual hapolitics and the public frenzy regarding rassment cases.
them. Affirmative action has become an
Mr. Sullivan finds the law frequently
issue which partisans either use as a dagger puts an attorney between,a rock and hard
or a badge; this leads to-polarization' and 'Place. He asserts, "In general, myclients
rarely lends itself to the best resolution of want to do the right thing. But the right
the issues. Poli~icians don' t have a good thing is not always easy to discern." It can
understanding of affirmative action and b~ difficult to balance the competing interdon' t care... they j ust want votes. Actually, ests while staying with.in the parameters of
the words 'affirmative action' are .misun- the law. Difficult, but always interesting.
derstood in general. Affirmative action is
not quotas, it is expansion of the labor pool
Month~
you choose f rom."
Another trend wh.ich may change some
aspe~ts of the practice of Employment Law -:
ii; the move toward arbitration and away
from litigation. ~ Sullivan feels arbitration
will provide faster results and add efficiency
to the legal process. But the move toward
Writen ... ire i1terette4 i• this u11
arbitration will not decrease the need for or
ire 11coare914 to 11&11it articles to
role of Employment attorneys.
Much of an employment attorney's
Futur11 Uitor Chris l.111&.
time is spent advising clients on labor/employment issues - how to stay out of trouble
11 er4er to voi4 41plicate articles we
and treat employees fafrly. Most employ111111191 y11 to c11t11t Chris first a114
ment litigators have a high degree of expertise in that area. Some of the issues Mr.
let her bow ...t you ire worki19 11.
Sullivan advises his clients about are the
Family and Medical Leave Act (the Act is
If y11 clerk i1 this 1re1 er have 11y 1st
confusing and versions differ), drug test~
han4 11peri11ce we w11l4 love to h11r
ing, and termination. An employer needs
to know how to comply with the law and
from you.
the range of options that are available. If
0
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USD Almn Enjoys Employ1nent Law Practice
By Belinda Etezad Rachman

mployment Attorney Paula
Rosenstein knew where she wanted
to go when she graduated fromUSD
law school in 1986. Since she began working at the age of 16, she noticed that communication in the workplace was often lacking among employees and between employees and managers. She recognized that
this lack of communication increased stress
levels and made work more difficult as
people struggled to problem solve separately instead of sharing information.
Rosenstein had always been interested in
these kinds of employment issues; so much
so that, when ·she went to UCSD as an
undergrad, she majored in Communications
and Sociology. Upon graduating, she
learned that she would not be able to get a
job in the human resources field without an
advanced degree. She therefore obtained a
law degree to open up the industrial. relations door.
Since she always knew in which area
of law she would practice, she set about
finding clerking positions, while at USD,
that allowed her to work in her field of
interest. In fact, the partners at .these firms
were not up on employment law and depended on Paula to educate them. Even
though she clerked throughout her three
years at USO, she did not get her first legal
position as a result of any of those jobs.
Her first job, representing unions, only
lasted six months before she was laid off
due to lack of work. She always chose to
· work at small firms because she preferred
working fewer hours for less pay rather
than earning twice as much while working
the brutal hours expected of associates at
large firms.
In the fall of 1991 Rosenstein started
herown practice, obtaining clients through
word o.f mouth and I$ferrals fr9m . other
attorneys. She does ·the occas~nal personal injury case., but 90% of her clients are
plaintiffs with sexual harassment, wrongful termination, race discrimination or gay
related emplqyment discrimination cases.
Many of the calls relating to sexual harassment claims often do not have the factual
underpinnings to become cases due to problems of proof, according to Rosenstein.
When asked what the hot topics are in
employment law Rosenstein mentioned
affirmative.action cases, but noted they are
usually pursued by groups like the ACLU
rather than private practitioners. The Acquired Evidence Doctrine is also hot now:
if an employee sues for wrongful termination and during the course of the li~igation
the employer discovers evidence that could

In-House Counsel -

have been the basis for a legitimate termination, the courts are trying to define what
the impact of that discovery should be.
Some courts have dismissed cases due to
this type of discovery, while others have
allowed this information to have a bearing
on damages. Rosenstein feels this is a gray
area that requires watching. One of the
main reasons Rosenstein enjoys employment law is that this field ()f law is in a
constant state offlux, in contrast to other
areas of law which may simply involve
routine work.
Because employment law cases take
an average of two years for resolution,
Rosenstein is careful to pick clients whom
she likes and who like her. She said that
communication, honesty and trust between
the attorney and client are essential in order to work effectively together over a long
period of time . . She does not recommend
this area of law to everyone, but only' to
those who are interested in making the work
place. function better. Her practice is
Rosenstein's contribution ·to helping
people. Her suggestion to future lawyers is ·
to find what interests them in the world and
tie a legal practice to that area. For those
who want to pursue a career in employment law,Rosenstein encourages attending
seminars about employment issues, contacting groups putting on those' seminars,
and volunteering services in order to meet
the seminar participants while learning the
information presented. She also recom. mends attending county bar activities .and
volunteering to be on a committee. There
are ma11y specialty bar associations in which
one may get involved. She feds making
connections is the key to getting a job.
Take heart all those who are not in the
upper 20% and who are not invited to participate in on-campus interviews ..
Rosenstein herself did not participate, because she knew ·she did. not want to work
for a big firm. Most firms are in the medium to small range and realize that the top
students are not necessarily those who make
the most effective lawyers. Since it is tough
to get past secretaries she suggested we ask
for the voice mail of the person we wish to
contact and to make our resumes short and
sweet. And speaking of secretaries, she
couldn't say enough about the value of
having a respectful relationship with the
person who can be your. "best friend or
worst enemy." Rosenstein said, "They can
get your work done with a higli degree of
quality and the best ones are worth their
weight in gold so treat them with respect."

con~inued

Rosenstein grew up
works so much and says she
in Santa Monica,
leads a very ''boring life."
California and did not
She wanted law students to
have to contend with
know that they should parthe level of homophoticipate in school activities
bia that many gays and
so that they may be part of
lesbians must live with.
a group with cohesive valShe "came out'' in the early '80's while ues and beliefs. She thinks gays and lesattending college and was very aetive in the bians should come out and join BGALLSA
women's liberation movement Most of her for support, because coming out is not as
family ·knew her sexual preference during scary as people might"think and because it's
her UCSD years and the rest knew by the easier to lead an honest life. Rosenstein said,
time she graduated from USD. There was "Straight students should also join
no Bi, Gay and Lesbian Law Students BGALLSAsothatgay_andlesbianstudents
Association in those days, but Rosenstein --1auny__that not all straight people are going
was active ip the Women's Law Caucus, to hate th~ and think gays should all be
(WLC) and she got one of her first jobs lin~ up and S,h~t as some of our politicians
through contacts she inade while partici· would do.'' Paula Rosenstein enjoys Iistenpating in WLC activities. For her the most ing to the· music of Melissa Ethridge, The
. rewarding part of being a law student was Cowboy Junkies, k.d lang as well as a varibeing involved in legal activities outside of ety of classical and ·jazz musicians. Sh«:
class.
describes herself as politically liberal, but
When asked what kinds of a~vities she personally "pretty conservative.'' She sajd
engages in outside of work this busy attor- that when she was at USD she sat in the
ney named three organizations which take back, and didn't talk or visit professors in
up a lot of her spare time. She is the co- their offices. She has bloomed into an out·
chair of the Tom Homann Law Association, spoken activist who was willing to be
which is the gay and lesbian bar associa- named in the San Diego Transcript as the
tion. She is involved with the Lawyer's Club contact person for Tom Homann. There
of San Diego and the San Diego Democratic ' were no negative repercussions from her
Club. She d0es not have much free time·so very public announcement Paula is a fine
her partner is her ''hobby.'' Rosenstein is example of an attorney leading a fulfilltoo responsible to have a dog because she ing life by being .t rue to herself.

l. What qualities to you respect the most in · pared aft~r announcing "ready.''
attorneys?
Integrity, honesty with the court and 3. How can lawyers improve their skills? .
with opposing counsel, . diligent preparaAttend seminars and programs taught
. ti on, and articulate presentation. ·
·by highly respected practitioners; go to court
and observe different styles of advocacy in
2. What gets you upset?
front of different judges; experiment.
· Tardiness, especially when the attorney knows he or she will be late and doesn't Judge Howard H. Shore
call the court 'in advance; saying "I just got San Diego Municipal Court
~.;u w·..,.
;.·~i·::i.- w
this .case" as an ~xcuse for being unpret '

frmn page 9

first filing a charge with the Department of female. From Cubic's perspective, it is
Fair Employment and Housing. In Califor- probably helpful to have a woman defendnia, employers are strictly liable for ing the company in cases of sex discrimisupervisorial environmental sexual harass- nation or harassment.
ment. This is a big difference from other. Q: Is there any difference between the
states.
way you regarded yourwork when you beCourt decisions in California have rec- gan practicing and how you look at it toognized lifetime, irpplied contracts and al- day? "
low employees to be awarded lifetime front A: The benefi~ of experience. As you
pay. Also, California lacks what I would · handlemoreandmoreemploymentclaims,
call a vigorous summary judgment stan- you tend to be able to better anticipate what
dard to weed our meritless claims. All of arguments the plaintiff will make, what
this, combined with a number of recent action the company should take, what the
large jury verdicts in favor of employees, .company's.strongest position will be, what
can make it a very scary state in which to arguments work and don't work. This exlitigate employment cases. I think Califor- perience is what makes you valuable innia employment law can significantly af- house. I also generally like my work better
feet the cost of doing business in Califor- now than I did then.
Q: What do you think most newly gradunia.
Q: As a woman attorney, do you have any ated lawyers should know about the real
advantage in this area of practice?
world and don't?
A: That is a hard question to answer. I am A: The practice oflaw is absolutely nothoften involved in the inyestigation of sexual ing like law .school or the bar exam. This
harassment claims and being a woman can can be a good or bad thing, depending on
definitely be helpful when you are inter- your perspective. Youd() a lot more thinkviewing the complainant in a sexual ha- ing on your feet and problem solving as a
rassment case, since most complainants are practitione1\

EMPLOYMENT STATS
From 1972 to 1995_, only about 3% of USO grads have gone into employment law. In the
years 1993-1995, only about 1% went into employment law. These statistics may be
misleading, however, as these numbers only represent grads who listed employment law
as th~ir main or e~dusive area of practice.
Many,. if not the majority, of employment law jobs are in the private sector, which, in
general, means higher salaries.
Some of the forces that may affect the future number ofjobs avail~ble in this field are the
impending abolition of affirmative action and, conversely, the expanding interpretation of
Title?.
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I traveled around the West coast of Ireland m Gwnness. I NEED that recipe. Every small every set of directions contained a bridge. "You
Guinness - continued from
for the first two weekends. Magic. I must say it town had more pubs than anything else, so drive up there, pass the bridge, and take a left.
page 8
was the most beautiful place I've ever seen. The when we needed a Guinness fix, we had it right You can't miss it." We missed it often. If not a
heard of some folks who managed to rig it people are so channing and genuine. We had there. Driving was a challenge. I was too bridge, a round-about. What no one ever told us
somehow to stay on. Creativity at it's best. One the adventures of trying to find B&B's and chicken, so I left it up to EH: EFI was not very is which left. You could be driving for 20 miles
good thing about Trinity was the maid service. restaurants with decent food. I don't know why . proficient at first having to get used to the other to find the correct left. They never knew the
They would come in every week day and make Irish folk don't weigh aton each. Breakfast was side of the car and the other side of the road name of the street. EVER. And the maps only
your bed, clean your room, and bring towels. fried .eggs, really scary greasy sausage, bacon, When he wanted to tum, he often hit the wind- had the names of the little streets because they
Unless you had my maid...the Maid from Hell. toast, tea, a super tiny glass oforange juice (it's shield wipers instead of the tum signal. How- expected you to know the names of the main
She thought I was a delinquent because I missed REALLY expensive there), and brown soda ever, after awhile. his excitement grew as we streets. I asked an Irish man why this was. He
a lot ofclass (mind you, I atter\ded more classes bread. Every-day these people eat this. The drove around in our rented car. We knew this , simply replied, "Because it's fun."
than most other people, which is scary). She brown soda bread is to die for and I lived on it because he would giggle with glee in passing
On the west coast we visited a town called
would forthe whole cars while repeating how much he loved our Dingle. In Dingle Bay, there is a dolphin by the
gettoleave
trip. For- "16 valve, electronic fuel-injected, non-cata- name ofFungi that visits every single boat that
me towels
tunately, lytic converter, Toyota Corolla" . The interest- goes out into the bay: We chartered the boat and
or knock
many ing thing about driving there (aside from the headed out in search ofFungi the Dolphin. Sure
on
my
places also obscene petrol prices - around $So+ to fill up the enough he came up and showed offa bit, somedoor ig~
otferedoo- tank!) was the creative way people passeach times swimming back and forth between the
noring my
real, fruit other. On a two lane, two-way road, this myste- boat along next to us. However, I can't prove t
groggy
andyc>gurt rious middle lane would appear for the zealous ·saw him All of my pictures are just ocean with
statement
for those passers. The trick was 'not to get into a head on maybe a little white cap. '"There is he is!" I
that I was
less fond collision. It didn't matter ifsomeone was on the exclaimed with glee when looking at them.
asleep.
of choles- other side, both cars moved closer to the shoul- Those around me looked ~t each other con.. The maids
terol. A der to allow you to pass. EFI was a happy man. cerned for my mental health.
don'tregus a Ia d
Traveling presented other challenges. The
Being in Dublin. was just as fun as travellarly come
meant road signs
ing. I met
on
the
some ice- were rectsome reweekend.
berg let- ang.ular
ally great
One · Frit u c e with little
people and
day, I real(maybe), arrow
-had a trecoleslaw, shapes on
ized she
mendous
hadn't
m .e at, the end
amount of
cleaned
maybe t h a · t
fun. The
our room for two days...and Monsoon and I cheese...or some strange combination with six seemed ro
only probwere both in class those mornings, so she couldn't cups of mayo. Chips (French fries) were served pointtoinlem was
use the excuse that we were in the way. I went with everyming. I would tty to find pasta forthe vis i b 1e
the fuct that
to the office and simply requested towels. The healthy alternative, only to find that it wa8 served roads gopeople
next morning, Saturday and the only weekend I with butter or cream sauce. At least we could ing nofrom other
spent in Dublin instead of traveling (so '1could firid food we were familiar with everywhere, where. At
schools
sleep), the EVil Onecameinat8:30am. scream- like burgers and pizza. Soft serve ice cream is . one point,
thought the
ing at me. She came right in my ro0m scream- huge over there. Every little town sold cones poor EFI
people
ing at me asking me why I complained! I could and I became addicted to ''99's"' - soft serve had'to get
from USO
not believe it. After I glued my skull back vanilla with a Cadbury chocolate stick in it. I'm out of the
were stuck
together (I, of course, was still drunk when she trying to find a support group now. We were car and run across the street to look up and see up. Theycalledusthe"beautifulpeople." Moncame in), I asked the office to make sure she fortunate enough to visit a pub called O'Conners where exactly the sign was p0inting. It took two soon and I branched out and tried to make other
didn't do that again. From that point on, she left in Doolan that belonged to the cousin ofone of of us reading three maps to-get to the right fiiends and dispel the rumor. We found out
me about six towels each day. The woman in my professors.
THE best Guinness motorways and roads. Additionally, Irish direc- later that it was all started by someone at USO
the office said it must have been PMS! Yikes.
stew...veggies and meat marinated and soaked . tions were less than helpful. We discovered that who needed a hobby. She wanted all the friends
.
· _(con,tin~ed on page 13)
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the menu ch01ce Change Active Ftle or
Path ... (See Jllustration /). A window will
pop up like that shown in Jllustration 2.
Select the drive and enter the file name
where you want to store the downloaded
information, and click on okay.
You should now be setup for downIllustration 1
loading WESTLAW documents. If you
are using a . floppy disk, make sure you
By Larry D. Dershem
have a formatted disk inserted in the corWith low cost high speed ink jet and rect drive, and commence your research. If
laser printers now prevalent in many law you want to download every screen you
libraries, the temptation is great to print out view during your research, click on the
all your online research. But there is a option under File menu entitled Log to Disk
better way. Downloading your research to · (See Jllustration I). On the other hand, if
a floppy disk or hard drive not only frees you want to download only certain select
up space in our landfills, but will save you screens, click on the Store Screen to Disk
lots of work as well. For example, storing option under the File menu when you come
your search results to disk is much faster across thoseWESTLAW document screens
than waiting for these same results to be that you wish to save.
printed out on paper. And research saved .
Use the Print or Download Offline opto disk can be easily imported into your tion shown in Illustration I when you want
favorite word processor for searching, edit- to save the full text of specified documents
ing, and pasting into one's legal documents. or all documents retrieved during your
Both WESTLAW and LEXIS/NEXIS search session. For example, using this
provide a number of downloading options option, you can store entire cases to disk
to help alleviate the paper crunch. This even though you only looked at one or two
article wilt discuss how to download to pages of each case during your search sesdisk using the Windows version of sion. When you select Print or Download
Illustration 2
WESTM ATE software. However, the in- Offline, you will be presented. with a screen
structions provided here can easily be like that shown in Jllustration 3 that gives
adapted for use on DOS and Macintosh you the choice to store the current documachines. In a future article, I will discuss ment, selected documents, or all documents ·
downloading to disk usirig "LEXIS/NEXIS retrieved during your search session. After
you choose one of the options on this screen,
software.
For WESTLA W, you can access down- you will be taken to the screen shown in
loading options by clicking on the File menu lllustration 4. This screen allows you to
item, as shown in Jllustration /·. To down- choose if you want the information download screens or documents as you conduct loaded to disk, the printer attached to your
your research session, select from the box computer, etc.. By selecting the DLD [for
that appears immediately below the Open download to disk] option, the documents
... choice iri the drop down menu. The first you retrieved during your search se.ssion
step.is to tell WES TM ATE where you want will be saved to disk once you logoff of
the information stored. To do this, click on WESTLAW.
·
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printing or downloading:
women. There were so many people on that trip
Current
....,_t
Selected docuaenta
to herself. When unable to pick up one of the that were just great fun to be around
T All Tera •ode pages
Tl All Tera aode pages
D
All
pa,et
, DI All pages
One thing .about spending so much time
guys we hung out with (God forbid one ofthem
P · Lut dupliyed page
Fl First page including Vest
Pl Selected pages
synopsis (if available)
wanted to date one of us instead of her) she with people is that you learn things about them
LI List of citations
w-.......ta
became bitter and nasty. There's always one you are just not sure you even want to know.
AT All Tera aode p&ges
Illustration 3
Ill All pages
bad apple. Poor Monsoon is still suffering the Something about being in another country strips
F
First page including Vest synopsis (1f avuhble)
' L List of all citations
•
undeserved wrath. Let's have a moment of people of their secrets and their inhibitions and
silence for the Bitter One. We found out.that they tell all and do stuff they wouldn't normally
llote: I represents a rt.nge or selection of pages or docu•ents.
EXRHPLE: P1-4 • Pages 1 through 4; Pl,4 • Pages l and 4
the cure for that bullshit was, of course, you do. For instance, I learned that one girl on the
guessed it, GUINNESS. It's a cure all. Other trip has a secret sexual fantasy that involves her
If you wish to:
than that, the group was really an excellent man wearing-a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
Store inf'or•• ti on, type a c•Hncl and press ENTER
Cancel this request and resu•e your research, presa EITER
group of people. We had Jim and Chris ·from Mask and a pair of thigh high wading boots (I
MM_f.!iti!JnJJNebraska Chris could go without sleep, drink decided not to inquire as to the details). One guy
all night, and still look totally refreshed. We I thought I knew turned out to hav<_;: multiple
were amazed. Th~y got us all involved with personalities. There was EFI (the gleeful driving
this Irish ba,nd called Clan Ri who played at the monster), Duckie (who spouted movie quotes
pub McGrath's. Everybody would get com- from random films, had conversations with himpletely drunk and dance on the tables and sing self, and danced by himself - hey Duckie, re..
and hold hands. An a~ng display. Then we member that guy who ran his fingers through ·
had Matt, from Houston. Affectionately dubbed your hair and grabbed your butt?), Sunny (this
Y'ur request to store inforaation hat been coapleted and approxiaately 145
"Sprinkler Man." Why? BeClluse he did a name is the opposite ofwhat it sounds...everyone
lines have been stored.
needs
an
evil
twin),
Bob
(from
the
movie
"What
thing we ealled blue collar dancing. He had a
S•11ary of YOlfl' Request
Client • Identifier: LARRY
dance called the sprinkler, the lawn mower, the About BOb?" - he would panic for NO reason at
Database:
CA- CS
Lines:
145
shovel, the pick, the jackhai;nmer...you get the . all..:we 'd be driving in absolute silence, nothing
Coaaand:
T
Destination:
???
picture. (Sony, you'll have to. worlc on the would be .happening, and suddenly he would
I lluslration 4
lote: All requests, exc~uding 'Print it No• on STP', will be sent to the
visuals yourself. If it's really important, find blurt out "Oh shit!" totally horrified), and Ward
specified destination after you iign off,
me and I'll do a demonstration.) These boys (the father figure who wouldn't let us eat so we
. could drink SO much. On the last night we · could stay on schedi,de). I found one poor guy
~
were there, they went on a pub crawl with 26 had a.scary and bizarre attraction to really weird
If you wish to:
Continue your resea~ch, press EUER
pubs on it, determined to drink a half-pint at . Olive Oyl type girls. When he met these girls he
A1ti9n a destination, typo the coulftd and press EllTER
STP Stand- alone Printer LIBRARY
each. They made it to 15, but drank a full pint at would adhere to .the local custom of making out
llDll Print it Now on STP
DlD Oo1nload to Disk
SAV Save
.ATP
Attached Printer
DIS Discard
most. Scary things happened to our donn room in public. One strait-laced, organized law reSign off VESTLAV, type OFF and press EllTER
that night. The poor ~id. But Jim did offer viewer has_a fondness for dancing on stage by
Wkili&MU
l!!\!!l'n'timill!!li1
passersby an "UNguided tour of the college herself. One quite serious type was actually a
NOT including the Old Library or the Book of man-killer and wouldleave the bar if there were
.. Kells." We had Jay and his wall ofpain. Yes, I no babes. And another girl blamed all blondes ·
said wall of pain. Cah I elaborate? Nope. Not for the fact she couldn't hook up. It was quite
without supervision. We had Kendall, the si- informative. Can you say...blackmail? Just
lent one you had to watch out for. There was kidding. Due to the unspoken code of secrecy the claim that a true Irishman is the only man in can go to the Kitchen owned by Bono for
Ruth Allison from Mississippi ("Dougie is SO between folks in other cduntries, I cannot and the world that will crawl over 20 naked women some great atmosphere and music (depending
good" - get out of the gutter, this was a clean will not identify these people. So dt>n't askme. for a pint. A few tips though. What they say is on the night, homophobes need-not apply).
statement). We had Frank ("Rub my Well, as long as payments are on time. I have . true about the laundry at Trinity...ask for a COOL Major Tom's is a great place to go and sing
tummy ... Buddha Buddha") ...and Jason pictures, too. It's gonna be a profitable year.
wash or your clothes very well may come out and be drunk. Pubs are. boundlesS and all
("What's your name again?")...and Nino (the
I really got a lot out of this trip. One thing pink and size 6X. If you have a headache, buy pretty much fun, but Brouxxells has a little
Quiet Stonn -"That's a crack up! Wanna go to was learning Irish songs and quotes. If you're Solpadeine, it's brilliant. Want great pizza? La basement with a jukebox and some good rock
the cricket field?") ...and Steve, who went to ever there, go to McGrath's on O'Connell St. PiT.Za Bistro on Nassau. If you are dying for selections. No matter what you·do, get to
three classes, read four pages, drank the night · and ask Mick from Clan Ri to sing "Alice" for · Mexican food, Judge Roy Bean's ac~ from know the people andthe country and I guaranbefore both exams, but was convinced he would . you. There was also the great fun literary pub college will tide you over. And ifyou want to eat tee you will have one of the best swruners of
get an"A." We also can't forget Kim, who gets crawl where you get quotes from famous author's where Sinead O'Conner worlced, go to Bad Ass your life. Who knows...you might see me
the Betty Ford Award, and Margaret and Liz like "I'm just a drinker with a writing problem" Cafe in Temple Bar (good food and real salads, singing on Grafton Street.
who _were runners-up. These are some brave (Brendon Behan); and Irish philosophy such as too). As far as drinking, that's pretty easy. You
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Whats ... uh ... the ·deal? Our resident watchdog
is on the prowl
"It's inadequate to try and put all she fries t~ work out ther.e. 'When I questhree programs into one facility ," said tioned Iannacone as to why rubber matWhere would society be without the Iannacone. This is one of the reasons ting hadn 't been installed, he responded .
presence of individuals who devote their hours are restri-cted. "I'd like to have a that replacing the carpet would cost "more
lives to ferreting out truth, injustice, and facility open 10- l 2 hours a day, but we money than it's worth". The "fresh air"
items of a generally interesting contro- don't- have the money for that." The idea also loses its appeal on hot and hu-.
versial nature? Probably better off, but gym's new manager, or "Strength and mid days. Many students complained that
certainly life would be a lot less fun. It Conditioning Coach," Steve Brown, the gym needs air conditioning. I can
is therefore, in the continuing interest of didn't feel there was any problem with understand that installing air conditionfun, that I hereby introduce to you a new the hours at all. "I don't see that they are ing in a building that essentially has no.
column of which I shall be the spokes- limited," Brown stated. Apparently solid walls would be both expensive and
person. To quote Woody Harrelson in Brown doesn't work out around a law a waste, but why not purchase some fans?
Natural Bcim Killers, "By the powers . school schedule, because most students I knowThrifty has some cheap:ones that
vested in me as king of my world," I do feel the hours need to be extended. even go on sale occasionally.
I believe that the administration is
hereby officially start The Campus Brown was just hired two and a half
Watchdog. It is my intention that this . months ago and replaced Wayne Jacobs. hesitant to do too much for .the weight
column shat! be for the use and benefit
One ofBrow~'s major concerns since room, because it has a plan. A secret
of USO law students to air any gripes or taking over from Jacobs has been to bring plan, or not really a secre_! plan, but a
problems they have with the school. It in some new equipment. On order are a plan that exists only in the hypothetical
· will also present iss.ues that need to be few new bikes, a stepping machine, squat hopes and wishes of those involved inJhe
·exposed to benefit the public good or to racks, benche.s and some new belts. fitness area.. The plan is to build a new
embarrass deserving candidates so that lannaco,ne agreed that the cardio equip- arena, an athletic complex that "would be
everyone can get a good laugh at their ment needs ·to be upgraded but insisted all things to all people," Iannacone said . .
expense. Seriously though, I do intend that "all the machines are in excellent The proposed arena will have a separate,
for this column to provide a watchdog condition. and 'UP to date." However, I indoor weight room and a dance room
function over concerns thatstudents have think one graduate stUdent more aptly · that would be open to ·everyone at all
and I will do my best to uncover as much summed up the appropriate status of the times. Iannacone said the present weight
information as can be stom ached regard- gym's machines when he said the ma- room would be maintained as well. The
ing these issues. I strongly encourage chines are "like dinosaurs ...some of that plans are still tentative and no dates have
and welcome any ideas for future col- equipment is extinct." Indeed, apart from been set. As a matter of fact, nobody is
umns, which may be left for me via my the obvious Jurassic bikes; the other certain about any of it, least of all the
mailbox (Eydith J. Kaufman). This col- equipment seemed poorly maintained and students; However, Iannacone insisted
umn is a service to you, the reader, and it rather worn. Having worked in many a that the only reason it hasn't been started
is in your hands to define·how that ser- gytri, I know. that maintenance on such yet is that. it will "be the most expensive,
vice is used.
machines is relatively simple and low largest building built" by the University. ·
Enough of the administrativ.e intro- cost, but the trick is it has to be done. If Whether this is a valid project or merely
ductions; let us move on to the premiere it isn '. t kept up constantly, the machines ·a diversion to alleviate students'.·concern
column. Being a personal trainer in real can snag and stick and cause all sorts of is something that remains to be seen.
It is important to note that, contrary
(non-law school) life, I cannot overstress nasty injuries.
the importance of exercise and its mental
Brown was quick to point out a check to popular belief, ·our high tuition · has
and physical benefits. Most other first- list for cleaning and maintenance which absolutely no correlation to the gym's
year students know this about me and all of the work study students are sup- funds. So while some students feel that
(quite properly) believe me to be a posed to follow. Students that use the "at these prices, we should have a better
whacked-out health nut. As such, the gym deny ever seeing the workl(rs com- gym," the truth is that all money comes
issue I have most frequently been ap- plete such a list. "I've never seen them from fundraising activities. By function~
proached with since my fairly recent ap- wipe down any of the equipment, ever. ing this way, the administration is sparpearance at USD is "what's the deal with They don't take care of it," insisted one ing .us mandatory "add-on" fees to our
currently mind-boggling bills. I'm sure
the gym?" This being a rather valid qu~s girl who now belongs to private club.
some students would be willing_ to pay an
All
this
ties
into
the
next
big
probtion, I decided to find out.
For those of you who have read this lem, which is the condition of the gym extra $50 for the .improvement of such
far and are now wondering " What the ·itself. Brown admittedly has done agr-eat facilities, but surely just as many would
heck is she talking about?" there is a deal to rearrange the gym and has cleaned not.
Also, and t_his is a biggie: we actusmall ·gym located by the sports com- it up quite' a bit-since he took over. Nevplex, which is on the east side of campus ertheless, the last time I worked out there ally HA VE a gym. Those of you wh()
(up the hill and sandwiched between the I picked up a barbell, only to find it coated went tci state universities or bigger schools
fringe parki'ng•;and grad4'ate hQ.U.Sing). with dirt and rust over l/2 inch thick. that had ex<'.ellent weight facilities may
Next to tne pool and the teMhis cow is a Brown blames this problem on "the fact not appreciate this. I was an undergradu· building surrounded by chain linklfunces that we have doors that are open to the ate at George Washington University - a
that resembles an abandoned warehouse. · environment. We try to clean the bars great academic school, but a campus of
This is the weight room/fitness center once a week, but.'.. ui;st is gonna accu- ·students filled with book smarts and not a
for USO. The hours are from 8am to 10 mulate." Well. I know that the gym is lick of'common sense. Almost all of the
pm on Monday through Thursday, 8am one big unprotected wound from th_e salt students there despised. physical activi~
to 2pm on Friday, and IOam to 5pm on of the environment and this contributes ties that didn't involve hobnobbing with
Saturday and Sunday. The gym is closed to the problems of keeping it clean, but someone from "the Hill." Needless to
to students between 2pm and 6pm for I've never kn9wn rust to accumulate in a say, the weight room at GW makes the
one here at USO look like a NBA training
use by the varsity athletic teams, ·how- matter of days.
One student connected with the gym center. GW's facilities were totally
ev~r. There is no fee. Students just need
said that the environment· does make it cramped, almost everything was broken
to bring a valid ID.
. The rather unappealing exterior of hard to t:ontrol the dirt, and that to keep most of the time, and the machines were
the facilities is just a preparation for what things clean, workers would have to wipe so old that even Jack Lalanne wouldn't
lies inside, according to the perceptions things down "three or four times a day." recognize them.
To keep things in perspective, the
of most students with whom I spoke. Well; I hate to seem reaHy simple here,
"Don't like it. Won't use it. Refuse to but is that too much to ask? Are the facility now being used at USO was never
go in there," said one student, when workers so busy sitting there collecting intended to be a weight room. "It was a
explaining why she never m~es the gym ID cards at the rate of one every ten· renovated garage," said Iannacone. "It
minutes that they can't take a moment or was never designed as a weight' room."
anymore. "They never clean it."
The overwhelming belief amongst two every couple hours to wipe down the There also was not nearly as much. destudents I spoke with is that the gym is machines? The three health clubs I mand for such facilities in the past. The.
poorly equipped, dirty, and unmanaged, worked at all required the machines to be building hasn't really kept up with the
and that the administration simply doesn't cleaned every time someone got off (and times, but this is because the administration thinks it is better off to build its new
care. Is it true that USO is more con- those were indoor clubs!).
arena:
Iannacone. reasoned that even if
·
Iannacone
doesn't
even
see
the
.envicerned with academics than fitness an-d
so neglects the sole facilities available ronment as a detriment. He feels this is the present gym is totally renovated, it
actually a benefit, because the gym "al- won't meet the demands of the entire camfor student use?
I spoke with Tom Iannacone, Direc- ways has fresh air." It .also always has pus community. "My heart's in the right
tor of Intercollegiate Athletics, the elements, such as rain. Several stu- place," said Iannacone: "I'd like to
lntramurals and Recreation, who assured dents have complained that the carpets have better facilities and get more people
·
me that fitness is "very important" to the are often soaked and not dried properly. involved."
So would I, but sometimes you just
University, although he could not say "I know there's mold underneath,'; said
whether it was a priority. Iannacone ad- one student who insists that she "gets make due with what you've got. And
·sick" b_ecause of this problem every time what we've got really isn't so terrible.
mitted that the gym "is inadequate.~·

-------~

By Eydie Kaufman

a

-~

Our facility may not be.the greatest, but
it is free .and it does have enough equipment to keep you in shape and semi-sane
on the journey through law school. ' If
you don't belong to a better gym, you
should definitely use it. A little fitness
goes a long way.
Remember, if anyone has any questions or comments regarding this article or
future topics, or wants to offer some ·constructive (or even not-so-constructive) criticism, please feel free to contact me. Farewell until next month, and be aware ... the
watchdog's officially ~m patro.1.
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Who -'s ,Afraid Of T!ie Welfare_State ... ?
Frmn the Left

From the Right

The Meek Shall Inherit the
Earth

THE WORK ETHIC AND A HELPING HAND Bismarck, Roosevelt,
etc.
Name Withheld at Request ofAuthor

By Alison J. Cohen

Those who built the foundations of the rallies, but not llseful in determining the
There are many critics of the welWelfare State may or may not have had in programs the State should develop. Confare system as a whole and as it is curmind the type-of system that evol~ed in the servatives might assert that the goal of the
rently set up. Until this past summer, I
United States. If the past was anything like welfare state is to as.sure thatthose who are
didn't really have a strong opinion one
the
present, there were a variety of view- • unable to compete m the market, because
way or the other. I knew what 1. read jn
points
as to the social goals_of a welfare o~ natural difficulties or injuries, are pr~
the papers and saw on TV.- I listened to
system. Currently the debate, while multi- · vi~ed for at a suitable level. Thus, the
the conservatives condemn the system as
faceted, needs to focus on the question of cnpple~ mentally and physically, would
a giant hand-out to people who were unwhether
the United States should, not be provided for by society. Individuals
willing to help themselves or become
whether
we
can, continue with the type of who are born with the ability to work but
working members of society. Then there
welfare
programs
we have developed. In who do not find good jobs they enjoy doing
were the liberals, .a group with whom I
addition, if we agree that welfare programs are unfortunate, but are not properly the
seem to identify most of the time, who
should be _maintained _by our government, burden ?~ ~ State that believes i_n personal
insisted that the welfare system was cru- From the ·Middle
then
we must also agree upon the nature of responsibility. As such, if these individu- ·
cial to society, preventing people from Ch!lrity Shouldn't Be Forced
and
the
criteria for distributing the funds als are in dire straits, they may need to nirn
starving to death. The moderates' posithroughout
society.
to the numerous private charities available
tion was that while the Welfare system
By FA Hagen
(:AN
to help them. Or, another option, perhaps
was necessary, it needed to be reformed.
Legal
and
historical
precedent
make
m~~ amiable in nature, would be to allow
I think I fall in that middle group.
erica is undergoing a. revolution. A
clear
that
it
is
within
the
power
of
th~
Feda
~iti~en t~ tap into the welfare program for
_ This past summer, I worked in a dopolitical realignment that adds an aueral
and
State
governments
to
offer
welfare
.
a
!muted
time period in order to have a type
mestic violence legal clinic. Day in and
oritiuian/libertarian dimension to the
programs.
"Welfare"
ir\
common
speech
of
"safety
net," ·that includes a forin of
day out I saw women who have been usual left/right political spectruni Traditional
physically and emotionally abused by political argument focuses on the authoritarian !nclud~s a variety of separate programs, "work-fare" ot on-site job training. Unwed
their partners over an extended period of schemes ofboth liberals and conservatives, with mcludmg different allocations and plans mothers present another problem that is
time. After being hospitalized, or sim- each group promoting the use of government designed to aid, among others, the poor, often brought ~p in connection with the
ply beaten ·one time too many, these force on behalfoftheirrespective interest groups . the elderly, the unemployed, and the handi- ~elfare state: Proposed conservative·soluwomen came to us needing help. The or ideologies -iii return for money, votes and ca~ped. The United States is a wealthy ttons could mclude strict enforcement of
biggest problem most of these women power.-But in the last few elections the libertar- nation and has the ability to pay for "_wel- paternal and maternal responsibilities, and
face is economics. Most of these women. ian middle, fed up with the authoritarian poli- fare" type programs to the extent that other a type of Work-fare that would reqllire some
budgetary items are made sm~ller. The unwed mothers to watch children while othhave given up any job that they once . cies of both parties, has begun to assert itself.
states
func_tio~ in a similar manner. As ers work in order to receive supplementary
held in order to have children and make
. Both parties usually campaign onli~rtar
such,
the
natioiiand the states are ·free toe State funds.
.
a home . The abuser was the on~ wfth the ian themes, but once in office l_lOliticians go
income. So, now these women are out back to their-aut;horitarian ways. George Bush adopt "welfare" programs, to the extent PARTING SHOTS...
The problems, theoretical and praction the street with a child, or sometimes campaigned on not(!) raising taxes, and reduc- that they can finance them.
SHOULD
cal,
with the expanded welfare state we
several children, with nQ place to go and - ing the regulatory burden. Once in office he
Once
it
is
established
that
the
nations
now
have in the' United States are numerno way to make another home. Recoup- oversaw the biggest expansion of the federal
and
the
states
have
the
power
and
ability
to
~us.
A citizen who receives all of his mateing phi Id support· from these abus<?rs- is government since the 1960s. Bill Clinton cam:
create
"welfare"
programs,
the
question
nal
needs
from the State often neverdevelsometimes a long, or even impossible, paigned on choice, tax cuts, and ending welfare
task. How do they feed their hungry as \\'e know it Once in office he focused on becomes whether they should, and if so, to ops the work ethic that has driven the social
children? Well, for some the answer is pleasing special interest concerns and a govern- what degree. Thus, the question has be- and economic progress of this nation forto return to the abuser. After all, maybe ment health ·care proposal that included refer- come one of policy: to whom should what·· ~ard from the start. The indivjdual teceivlevel of assistance be given.
mg "free" funds often loses his sense·of
this time he'll change. For others, they ences to "force," '' penalty," and "prison."
Conservatives
share
a
belief
in
per~elf-respect
and merit. Families and workapply for AFDC. _AFDC supplies a bare
The strategy ofboth parties on welfare has
one's
own
actions.
mg.
~eople
grow
weary of paying what they
sonal
responsibility
for
minimum funding to these families so been to identify the values they want people .to
that they can eat, aqd live in a place most have and thento use force to impose them. The This philosophy, stressing the ability of consider"outrageous''taxesinordertosupof us wouldn't even consider. But, with- left wants to force people to "help tl:ieir.neigh- choice, gives each ind~vidual a high degree ~~mg~m~d»t they brui~~are ineffecout this pittance, some of _t_h ese families bors" and the right wants to enforce ''family of personal freedom to do what he wishes ttvg,j sng rmel\~lf subsidizing a vast unemwould stay in- physieally abusive situa- values." Both of these goals must fail. Values with his ·oWll life, as -l ong as this freedom ployllbJe an,h potentially explosive
·
tions until someone becomes a homicide are not.created by govemnient deeree. People does not ·infringe-on the ·basic rights of undercl!lSS.
other citizens. As such, con~rvatives would . · l.n the U.nited States todliy, there are
statistic.
discover and adopt valueS through an evoluWelfare also ·serves a~ a temporary tionary, trial~and-error process, where success- generally examtne closely any program de- JObS for virtually every employable person.
support for families and individuals un- ful values are emulated and passed on to suc- signed to , remove the individual froni re- If there is not white collar or high wage
sponsibility fot his own actions.
blue collai: work, then there is service
dergoing a transitional period, whether ceeding generations.
.
Co_nservatives
also
share
a
belief
that
economy
.o r agricultural work: Many people
due to unemployment, -or reeduca.tion.
The libertarian perspective goes beyond
the-government
which
governs
least,
govdeemed
successful
today started out in miniThe biggest complaint people have are . asking who will ride, booted and spUITed, over
ems best .The State tends to be·an ineffec- ~um wage, labor intensive jobs, myself
with _those people on welfare who re- the people. The
question becomes wl)at is
main on the support for extended periods the proper rel~onship between goverliment and tive means of transferring wealth in amar- included. It is unfortunate that many of the
of time. There should be reforms in the the people? People in the libertarian middle ket based society (and from the looks of t~enty- .or t~irty-something generation
system to encourage education and the believe that government's role is to enstire a fair · Eastern Europe, perhaps any society}. Fur- f~tled to take their future into account and
develppment of vocational skills to help and- neutral proeess iri which 1Je9ple can be thermore, one must question the wisdom of did not work their way up the ladder of
these p~ople off of the funding, and on successful based on the content of their charac- allowing the State to assume the duty of success ~t an earlier age. It is unfortunate
with their lives ;ts produ~tive members ter. When g~vernment goes beyond this, it. providing for tlie needs of large groups of t~at they may have to start this climb late in
of society. Perhaps there should be time skews the process and perverts values. -For . citizens. This tends to "a,jdict" individuals hfe, perhaps with a family. However, part
limits on the duration one can stay in the example, instead of trying to serve customt'.rs, to the "drug" of resourc.es for nothing, as o~bec~ming a productive citizen is making
program. The point is that the Welfare businesses spend reso~es seeking subsidies,· can be .seen from the lack of desire in many this chmb. We _should not maintain a welsystem serves many good purposes, ,and regulatory favors or regulatory advantages over long term welfare recipients-to return to the fare state that discourages such a climb by
workfo~ce. _Furthermore, increasing the offering higher ~~mpensation than one
helps people who need assitance getting competitors.
expandmg reach that the welfare state has could earn at a mmimum wage jo(? for not
out of certain situations. To scrap the
With welfare, the issue is not whether,we
entire program, is to leave Americans want to help our neighbors. The issue is whether attained over millions of Americans gives working at all or for having numerous chil~ren. Perhaps we need to start by educatand their children hungry and on the forced charity is the best way to help them. the State, leverage over the population that
in
a
Republic,
may
not
be
partic~larly
wise'.
mg our children and teaching them the valstreet. It revolts me to think that we Studies by Charles Murray (Losing Ground),
have reverted to such a selfish state that - and others, show that the welfare system is THE MODERNWELFARE STATE (OR ues and ethics that are the foundation for
. the pro~uctive and comsumptive nature of
the hungry family next door is not con- creating a permanent . welfare-dependent "HOW MUCH TO WHOM?'?
The-people
having
chosen,
to
a
greater
our society, so that they' do not end up on
sidered to be "our problem." As long as underclass, destroying communities and lives
or
lesser
extent,
to
support
a
welfare
state,
the streets, unemployed and unemployable.
we all share common borders and the by kilisidizing the adoption ofself-destructive
conse~~tives
for
the
most
part
are
willing
The
lean years are.upo~ us, and if we cansame title "American citizens" we are values.
to part1c1pate but would like the goals and not compete, and our children are not taught
each others problems and it is ou( duty
Even liberals are admitting that the current
to help the fallen rise to their fe(!t. After s.ystem does more harm than good Mickey expenditures to be clearly defined and set. to_ c?mpete and work hard in the world"Helping the poor" is a fi.ne sfogan for wide market place, then we go the way of
all , a chain is only as strong as its weak- ·· From The Middle continued on page 17
· Rome.
est link.
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HOW JOBS ARE OBTAINED

Class of 1997 -- ·Time to Co.nsider
judicial Clerkships

E

ach fall ·second year students at Jaw tive areas oft.he country (e.g. New York,
schools nationwide are urged by fac- Boston, Chicago, Washington, 'D.C., San _
.
ulty, career services staff, deans, and Francisco) go to students at the top of the
classmates to consider applying for judicial class. Many judges at state and federal
clerkships. (The -application process be- courts in less competitive areas of the coungins in January.) These positions involve try apply more flexible hiring criteria. .
During the 1996 application period, ·
working as a law clerk to one or more
federal or state judges. Judicial Clerkships most federal judges will likely continue to
carry a tremendous amounrofprestige and ·comply with the request from faw school
provide an excellent opportunity for law deans to not _conduct interviews. before
school graduates to work closely with a March 1, and law faculties not.to ~ransmit
judge, view the legal process from behind recomm_endation letters before February. I.
the bench, and sharpen legal research and 1997 graduates, however, should propare
their federal court application packets dur- .
writing skills.
Most state trial, appellate (but not Cali- ing early January 1996 and have them
fornia!) and supreme court judges hire ju- mailed· to judges no later than the end of
dicial clerks, as do most federal circuit, January 1996 in orderto•be considered for
district, and bankruptcy court judges, and the March I interview ~tart date. · State ·
federal magistrates. Most clerkships last court judges have much broader applicaone to two years, although in the past couple tion deadlines, some as late a~ thi1rd year,
of years judges have been making excep- second semester.
tion:; to this one or two year limit and have Best resources:
1996 NALP Federal & State Judicial Clerkoffered career positions to their clerks.
Each judge determines his or her own ship Directory
hiring criterii.i and application deadline, but Want's Federal and State Court Directories
some standard procedures apply: Typi" LEXIS & Westlaw Judicial Clerkship datacally, judges are looking for outstaqding bases
academic achievement, excellent research Calendar:
and writing skills, strong analytic skills, Watch Sidebar and Motions and Career
ability to work independently and under Services Bulletin Board for information on
.. pressure, and good judgement. The most the upcoming Judicial Clerkship Panel.
prestigious clerkships in the most competi-

The following table was qJmpiled by the National Association for Law
Placement (NALP) from surveys of approximately -13,000 law graduates
of· ABA law sc.hools nationwide. All\ employer types -- law firms,
businesses, gqvernmerit, judicial clerk_ships; public interest, and academic
-- are included .

•

•
•
•
•
•

·•
•
•
•

Fall OCI ·as 2L for summer ·
position resulting in
full-time offer

12.0%

Fall OCI as 3L

6 .0-

Result of summer/academicyear job ·obtained outside
of OCJ

8.1

Return to/con,tinuation of
job held prior to or during
law school
·

5.5

1.1

Initial contact at job fair
'

'

.

.

Response ·to job listing in .
career services office

11.5'

Letter or other self-initiated
contact with employer

28.6

Referral by friend, relative,
faculty, or business contact

13.0

Employment with-friend ,
relatiVCc 01 faculty

3.8

a9

2 .1

Response to 'c lassified

Ii

~

1

1
1

~

·1

8.3

Other

l

'
~I
I
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Career Services published this last spring. W~ thought you mi!']ht .like to see it one more time .'

-·1~

l

FROIVI THE EMPLOYER: THUMBS-,UPlTHUMBS DOWN

Career Services polled 1994-95 on-campus recruiters, asking them to identifythe most interesting questions posed to them as well
as the strongest. negative determinants they encountered during their day ~n~campus. - This is what they to.ld -_1.1s.
· ·
What was the

l,

MOST INTERESTING QUESTION you were asked by an interviewee today? .

STU,DENT ASKED:

Why djd you choose a CPA firm over a tax law firm?
' ·whal' i " 4 9ffe_rences -among training programs offered through.the vario~s Southern California prosecutor's offices.
What will
· doing?
_ .
Tell me about... [specific published cases. the student had read].
/
What can a summer assoGiate bring to the summ~r program of your firm?
,.
What types at activities would I be participating .in as a summer associate?
/
Coulq I use this [one of our discussion topics] as a law review subject. ·
How does your firm COIT\P~te for legal business with other firms?
.
How do you feel about the environment at your firm?
·How did you select the students you interviewed? ·
What do you enjoy about working ·at your firm? ·
How accessible are partners to clerks?

-~)

u,,

.
.
.
What student question/action/behavior was the

.

.

"

\

.

STRONGEST NEG!\TIVE DETERMINANT you encountered today?

THE STUDENT:

--.,

·,.:

Didn't know the name of our office anc:J arrived late :
Acted extremely apathetic and uninterested in participa~ing in the interview.
Wore ill-fitting clothes.
.
•.
Didn't take/time to learn about the office.
.
Talked too much -- ·even though next interviewee had· knocked on !he doorthus· indicating 'time:w;as ,UP:
Expressed interest in areas not practiced at the firm.
··
·
·
·
Didn't demonstrate erithusi,asm - behaved very formally.
Asked, "Wher_e is Bakersfield?"
Provided evasive answers to clear questions. .
Asked only general questions -- demonstrating that he/she had not conducted any research on the firm.
Sported long hair tied in~ ponytail (a male student) -- demonstrating poor judgment as to our firm's client base.
Acted as if he/sl1e was doing me a favor by interviewing with me.
' ·

·1~

J
j

i

_J

'1

!

i

(From The Middle from page 15)
Even liberals are admitting that the current
system does more harm than good Mickey
Kaus, senior editor for The NewRepublic, says
·"The general sense is that this part of society is
falling apart, that it has vast social ramifications,
that the welfare system has something to do
with it, and that it has to be fixed." In response
to those who say welfare reformers are writing
offthe poor he says, "ifyou wantto write offthe
poor, the way to do it is to keep writing them
checks and telling themto stay in the ghetto."
Forced charity is the cause of the problem
With forced charity, government bureaucrats
- benefit according to how many more "clients"
they can trap into going on welfare. Success is
measured by the siz.e ofyour budget, not by the
number of people you help lead prcx:luctive
lives. Therefore, it's not a coincidence that
welfare rules discourage people from working
or going to school. With forced charity, recipients have a reduced incentive to change their
ways or find di tferent ways to solve their problems. They become dependent and lose respect
for themselves and others.
In fact, welfare benefits are so generous
that it may be rational to stay dependent. According to a new study by the Cato Institute, a
libertarian think-tank in Washington, D.C., a
welfare recipient in New York City gets the pretax equivalent of$14.75 an hour. In 39 states
-and the District ofColumbia, welfare pays more
than an $8/hourjob. In 28 states and the District
ofColumbia, welfare is more generous than the
starting salary for a secretary. In Alaska, Hawaii, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, the average welfare recipient makes more than the
average worker. Overall, millions of workers
are forced to pay for a welfare system that
provides a higher living standard than they themselves can achieve through work and sacrifice,
according to the study.
Private charities will not eliminate poverty,
but neither, has forced charity. On the other
hand, private charities not only address material
poverty; but value poverty, teaching people skills
they need to get ahead Because private charities rely on voluntary contributions, they have
an incentive to make their efforts shOw results.
In addition, private charity comes from an inti-

N

By Bob Karwin

ext year, Canada will have two
NBA basketball teams: ·The
_
Toronto Raptors and the
Vancouver Grizzlies. Now I don't
know what the seven signs ·of the
apocalypse-are, but I'm sure that thi s
• is one- of them. As fa( as athletics go,
Canada is already steeped in tradition;
they don-' t need basketball. They are a
veritable year-round winter Olympic
games. For example: the luge. This
is a sport for which the main necessary
slcill is that you lie really still and don't
move at .all qnti-1 it 's ove r. I'm sur-·
pr.fsed this hasn' t caught on in America.
I' m sure childre n all over Canada grow
up dreaming of buying their own luge.
Close friends, of course, would buy
the ·much roomier two man luge.
Canada also has hockey. This is
about (aboot) as Canadian a sport as
you can get. It mainly consists of skating around hitting stuff with a stick. If
anyone tries to stop you, you ,beat the
living snot out of them. This sounds
suspiciously like full contact golf oo
ice. Not surprisingly, this has caught
·
on in America.
As far as American sports go,
Canada has a champion baseball team.
Sure they play indoors, but there are
reasons for that. Who would want to ·
go to a game where every time the
batter gets hit by a pitch his arm breaks
off? Sure it would be fun once or
twice, but after that it would just be a
big pain.
Canada also has a cute little version of American football. While
Canada may claim a righfto this sport,
please remember .that unlike hockey,
most of their star players are Ameri-_

nite riumoerot diverse sources, mcludlng rehgious groups, philanthropic societies, foundations, ftatemal organizations, and other community groups. With private charities people
get involved in helping other8, which in~reases
their sense ofcommunity. Helping your neighbor is something to feel good about.
Forced charity displaces private charities
and charitable organizations, destroying the sense
of community and our sense of obligation to
help our neighbors. When government welfare
began 60 years ago, it was common for people
in the inner-cities to help their neighbors; now
they fear them. But ifyou are going to reduce or
get rid of forced charity, you also need to get rid
ofthe road blocks the government has put in the
way of poor people trying to lead prcx:luctive ·
lives.
For example, high rates of taxation and
regulation reduce economic activity and opportunities for employment. Subsidie8 for millionaire fanncrrs and corporations increase the price
for food and other goods. Zoning laws and
other regulations, which benefit current home
owners by increasing property values, effectively outlaw low-income housing. The result is ·
that poor people spend a major part of their
'
income on shelter. Other regulations restrict
working at home, which would be a good solution to the child care problems faced by single
mothers. Professional licensing laws keep the
poor and minorities from becoming employed
as plumbers, barbers, or (yes) lawyers. In many
cases they were explicitly designed to do so.
Employment laws that make it difficult to fire
someone also discourage the hiring of risky
applicants, such as fonner welfare recipients. 'Ill
Ir
The same logic applies to minority set-asides in
. government contracts. You shouldn't abolish
them without first getting rid ofprevailing wage
laws, which were enacted todiscriininate against
minorities in government contracts.
People form governments to protect their
rights through a neutral process, not to ritanipulate soeiety for the benefit of bureaucrats and
social workers.· Refonning or abolishing government welfare can help the poor. But before
we take away what keeps the poor afloat, we
should lift the barriers that keep them from
reaching shore.
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The Ice. Men Cometh

cans. Most of those are players who
could not make it in American football
and have fooled the rest of the world
into thinking that they are good enough
to be worth paying to see (e.g., Doug
Flutie).
One thing I am looking forward to
with Canadian basketball is hearing the
play-by-play commentary in French.
(Les Raptors passant la labb. Pierre ·
Tarjet au. Jean Claude Kiley au
RASHEED WALLACE!) How do you
say dunk in French anyway? (Rasheed
Wallace ... FONDUE!).
I also have a big problem with the
team names, First off, the Raptors. It
sounds· like a bad Happy Days gang
name, as in "Look out Fonzie, here
come the Raptors.''. I almost expect
the team to come out of the locker
room in leather jackets with their hair
all 'slicked back. The organ player.
would be jammin' tunes from West
Side Story.' The fans would say things
like, "They can't play basketball, but

they can sure dance, eh?"
On the list of all-time stupid team
names, The Raptors could be the alltime king womba stupid name. First
off, let me say , that I have nothing
against raptors.. They w·ere elegant
creatures of great intelligence and
could probably have torn me to shreds
with little or no effort. So,' if t_here are
any still around today, and since by
now they could probably read, I love
all raptors great and small.
It ' s just that a professional sports
team should represent its host city.
When I think Toronto, I do not think
Dinosaurs. I do, however, think Ice.
So how about the Toronto Ice Men? I
also think Beer. How about the
Toronto ke Beer? Kind of catchy,
huh? ·
These ·Canadian teams may also
have a few marketing proble.ms in
the merchandise area . The Raptors'
logo is a big maroon dinosaur. Sound
familiar? I don't think even the most
confident of gangs would wear a shirt
with Barney on the front.
Next, there's the Vancouver Grizzlies. Sure, bears have traditionally
been a good riame for sports team
(e.g., The Bears). ·But Vancouver justdoesn't have a cool nickname, like
"Frisco," "L.A.,'' or "Chi-t~wri .'' It
sounds too much like "Who-ville.''.
Oh sure there are some bad team
names out there now. Th~ difference
is that most of them started out cool.
The Utah Jazz. Iri· the 1"970's, they
were a horrible team fro~ New. Orie.a ns with a cool name, the New Orleans Jazz. Then they moved to Salt
Lake City and decided to kee.p the

a

-

:~tt

name. Did I miss a meeting? Did they
even try reading the brochures on ·
Utah? Well, I have and there is no
mention of a rich jazz traditiOn anywhere in that state. So now they are a
great team with a dorky name. I guess
the Utah Jazz still has a better ring
than the Utah Osmonds. And don't
get qie started on college teams. · The
U.C. Santa Cruz Banana Slugs? Hello?
Were the boys, in marketing sick that
day?
Well, . no matter what I think,
Canada is soon to have American basketball. And someday they may be
champic:>ns of the NBA. ·I've, become
sure of one thing, though: · The Seventh Sign of the·Apocalypse is Barney
~ha Wheaties box.
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TORTIOUS TERMS
By Thomas Hipke

DEER PEER - When a professor bears tional failure to grasp an idea even when it
down on a peer like a mack truck, so that hits the student on the head.
the student just sits there.dumbstruck like a SOC RA TIC SATELLITE - A professor
who keeps circling a student, coming back
deer in the headlights.
DON SEQUITUR - A professor who tries around again and again, ·questioning over
to make a logical conclusion when the stu- and over...
dent cannot follow a thing he or she says.
TIN MAN SYNDROME - When one
FOCUS NON FACTUM - When a student stretches to loosen up in class due tb stiff~
cannot focus in on a class (usually getting a ness· and soreness, while one's ·ass hurts
sore neck in the process from looking at · from sitting on unpadded chairs all day
other students or out the window).
long, and the chair insists on squeaking
·
HELIUM HAND - A student who suffers horribly.
from always having to have his or her hand TIN MAN SYMPHONY - When an entire
raised no matter whom the-professor is talk- class suffers from Tin Man Syndrome.
TURNIP - A student who is made to look
ing to.
KALDOR-HICKS TIME - When it would like he or she just fell off a truck (i.e., by
increase one's total personal worth if one the professor).
were out surfing instead of sitting in class. VOICE VAGRANCY - When a voice caMURPHY'S MAGNETISM - The strange pable of maintaining itself, wanders and
attraction that draws a professor to call on refuses to remain in control; symptoms inthe least prepared student.
clude: high pitch, squeakyness, fast talkNARCOLEPSY NO EXEAT - The condi- ing, urns, ahs, etc., etc., you know what I
tion of falling asleep in class despite the mean.
amount of caffeine consumed.
WORDUS REAS - All of the ridiculous
NEWTON NEGLIGENCE - The uninten- Latin - Bugs Bunny vocabulary.
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Darts, Pool & FQosball

Annika G. •Matt J. •Shari M." Matt Y. •Bill H. •John H. •
Shervin S. • Jesse M. • Steve S. •

and all the .rest of our friends!

1310 Morena Blvd.• 276-5637

_V isiting Professor is Full of Enthusias1n and ;practical
Advice

P

i

Live Mus i-c
on Fridays & Saturdays
Karaoke
on ~hursdays & 5-undays

By Donna L. Pahl

ro.!essor Scott Ehrli~h is. v_isiting us
this year from Cahfom1a Western
School of Law. An outgoing and
.bright new addition tQ the USO faculty,
Prof. Ehrlich is teaching the evening Prop- •
erty course. I had the privilege of meeting
with him for an interview during his office
. jfhs:
-·.
hours. ., r
Born in~ Btooklyn.' rrrt~.~ b:fi~-r~fers to as "mtense" smce he gre~ _ \ip m
housing projects, Prof. Ehrlich cam¢ to San
Diego via Colorado, Northern" California
and Massachusetts. He attended.the State
University of New 'York at Sfonybrook
where his undergraduate major was psychology. In ·1976 he teceived'his JD from
New York University. For a few years ·he
worked; practicing RealEstate Investment
Law in New York City and San Maleo~ CA.
He did background memorandl\ for the current Bankruptcy Code which was enacted
in 1978. Then Prof. Ehrlich went to Harvard
Univer.sity for his LL.M.
California Western School of Law in
San Diego recruited Prof. Ehrlich directly
from Harvard, and ·he. has been teaching
there for the .past 15 years. .He teaches
Property, Real Estate Tran$actions, and Secured Transactions. When asked why he
went into teaching, Prof. Ehrlich describes
how it was a personal challenge for him
because he had a public speaking phobia.
· This is obviously something he conquered.
Ask any of his current students and they
will tell you that he is a dynamic teacher.
When Prof. Ehrlich is talking about teaching you can feel the intense passion that he
has for it. Ho takes it seriously; yet has a lot
of fun doing it.
I asked Prof. Ehrlich what he thought
about the Socratic method of teaching arid
if he thought it was effective. His answer

.
.
was thought tiuI and mterestmg. He explained that "We need to be ve~ careful
about what we mean by the Socratic method.
I ~hin~ that Socrates dealt very lovingly
with his students, and supported .them in
reaching rational conclusions. This done
correctly is a very effective means of education, in really illuminating fothe students
that they have the common sense and ability to reach the same conclusions that he
would.reach." He went on to ~tate that the
Socratic method. has a pla_ce m the classroom, b~t often what is call~d. the, Socratic
method 1s not really the type of dialogue

thatSocrateswouldengagein.'-ProfEh~l.ich

stressed concern that the .method can be
used incorrectly and used as a tQOI fo~ domination. Prof. Ehrlich believe.s that for 'effective teaching, using the Socratic method
correctly along with other t~aching meth_ods reach.es more students since most students have diverse learning styles.
·
For those of us who are interested in
teaching someday, Prof. Ehrlich offers some
practical ·advice. He stresses 3 important
things. First, begin scholarship as soon as
possible (law review). Second, clerking
for a judge is helpful. Finally, LLM degrees are also beneficial. .
·
For those ofus who are going to do the
job thing, Prof. Ehrlich also offers some
important advice. He asserts that it is very
iinportant to develop some area of concentration in law schooi, so that you actually
start to develop the kinds of in depthinsights
thar a lawyer would have about an area of
expertise. Even if it is not an area in. which
,you will end up pra~ticing, you wi1! at least
develop some depth as a law student, so
that when you are being interviewed you
can illustrate that you have some intensity
in -a certain area. That will interest the

ill~l1l1©W~~OO .

rP ~ ~ ~ ~

.
.
I ·11 h
h
interviewer. t w1 s ow t at you have the
commitment that it t~kes t~ be a lawyer. .
~OO~ ~@Qt} m~~\l)~ ~©OO
If your grades are mediocre, all hope 1s
·
not lost. Prof. Ehrlich tells a little story "i}ll.I)~ ~~~l.Il 1~l.Il~"iY g~ ~QDOO~
abo.ut a former student whose grades were
·
not the best, yet he ended up at a major "i}l@ . @@~~
New York securities firm where he is doing ~
.
. .
.
@00 ~~ ~ UW~ W g~~l.IJ
extremely well. Getting to that point is by -1!' ~~
no means easy, but it is achievable. While
.
it can be a struggle to get a job; Prof. Ehrlich W@Ql}~ @~~')~QJ.}~~a
proclai~s that students with mediocre {}/&~00 ~ ©OO@QJil}l' ~~~©006lh
grades still make fine attorneys.
.· .
.
Anothe~ way that Pro(. Ehrlich r~CO~· . S:?@QD W~l1l1
mends to build your !esume and network 1s
.
· to participate in schooLor~anizations_ and ~@OO©~"iY "iYl.IJU~ IJl~m~~a ·
· activities. It is a good way.to me~t peqple~
· ·r,:
·
and sharpen your people skills.
stresses
that participating in law school competitions and organizati~ns is a great training
ground for the professfonal 'world. · ·
Prof. Ehrlich also has sat on various
boards including the Tom Homann Law ·
Association which is the San Diego Bar
Association for gay and lesbian lawyers.
He is very enthusiasti~ about Tom Homann
and encourages ·gay and lesbian law· students to get involved. Also,. in his spare
. time he engages in athle'tics such as
rollerblading, mountain biking and swimming on a Master's swim team.
If you would liketo meet Prof. Ehrlicfi,
·his office is in r_o om 3191\ in Warren Hall.
He encourages students to feel free to drop
in and ask him any questions. If you don't
· have any questions, don't hesitate to stop
by and say hello to a friendly new face at
USO.
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News and notes about
the USD Law student
organizations.

PHI ALPHA DELTA
Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) received several awards at the recent Regional Convention in Los Angeles on Septeqtber 21 . These
awards included a Chapter Merit Award,
the Outstanding Professional Program
Award, for the Practice Profile Lecture Se~
·ries last year, an honorable mention for the
Legal Related Education program, and John
Safyurtlu ·received an honorable mention
award for his outstanding contribution to
the Legal Related Education program.
- PAD is also planning several events in
the next two months. First is initiation on
October 7 where all the new members will
officially be indoctrinated into the fraternity. We promise there will be sheep and
bloodshed. (Just kidding.) Also in the
month of October, the volleyball tournament, scheduled for October 22 on West
Field. Law firms and students will compete against each other in teams. Fq_od and
"beverages" provided. Those interested in
playing should contact Trevor Oppliger or
James McCormick in the PAD office. ·
The first week of November is also the
Day with a Judge. Students will spend the
-morning in a courtroom watching proceedings or doing whatever the judge is doing
that day. This has been an excellent experience in the past, 'with potential job connections for later. PAD members only.
Also, look for information about the
January ski trip to Lake Tahoe, the book/
outline sale, LRE workshop, and other fun
events.
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Jewish Law Students' Association presents
Break the Fast Pot Luck Dinner. Everyone
Welcome. Please call Tara Davidoff at
453-5864 and let her know what you are
bringing. Date: Wednesday, October 4,
6:00 p,m; Place TBA, Check JLSA board
·
in the Writs.

***
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Bi, Gay and Lesbian Law Students Association invites all those who support gay,
bisexual and lesbian equality to show your
support by wearing jeans and a white tshirt on National Coming Out Day, Tuesday October 11. National Coming Out Day
is an opportunity for those who are .closeted to come· out and to create awareness
that gay people are everywhere and don't
look any different than anyone else.
BGALLSA's next potluck is Sunday
October 8. ·Check Sidebar for more details.

1'1{) l'> ll i J C I I (' <•,ti . \ d \ ()( ,l l ("
Pro Bono Legal Advocates ("Pro
Bono") is a student-run organization offer~
ing· a variety of opportunities for law students to participate in both legal and•nonlegal corilmunity service activities. For
more information on participating in Pro
Bono programs and events, call 2604600, extension 8728.. The l 995- 1996 Pro
Bono Board of Directors is:
Chair: Christine Keating
Vice Chair/Public Relations: Johanna Hayes
Secretary/Treasurer/Speakers: Susan
Chomopysky
Program Coordinators
AIDS Project/Guardianship: David Brayton
Community Events/Special Delivery/
SBA Representative: Michele Gamble
Domestic Violence Preventio11: Heather
McCloskey
Juvenile Probation/Criminal Law:Dan
Tagliaferri
Kearny High School Mentoring/Mediation:
Michelle Paradise
Recent Events:
AIDS Project Refresher Training for Past
"Home Visits" Voluntt;ers, Saturday, Sept
23. Contact David Brayton for details. ·
Domestic Violence Restraining Order
Clinic Training, Friday, Sept. 29: Contact
Heather McCloskey to register.
AIDS Walk, Sunday, _October l. Con · tact Michele Gamble for registration information.

By James Harman and Licia Heffernan
ter .of their Lawyering Skills I class. By
This year's Appellate Moot Court Board is serving as a bailiff, a 1L can gain a distinct
busily planning another excitiitg year of advantage over his or her classmates by
moot court activities. , The recently com- learning appellate advocacy from some of
pleted Jessup International Law Competi- USD's best advocates. Moreover, bailiffs
tion was the first of four intraschool com- have the opportunity to meet local attorpetitions being held this year. Corning soon . neys and ask them questions in a more
is the Alumni Tort Competition (an indi- relaxed atmosphere than, say,_a n interview.
vidual competition). Next semester, the St. And don't forget about all of the authority
Thomas More Constitutional Law Compe- you will wield as a bailiff(ok, maybe not).
tition (a team competition) and the Lou . Overall, serving as a bailiff is a fun and
Kerig Criminal Law Competition (an indi- rewarding way to get involved in school.
vi~ual competition) will test the advocacy ~lease stop by_!he Moot Court office- to
skills of our school 's top litigators.
s_1gn _up as a bathff for one of the competi- _
All 2L's, 3L's, and 4L's are eligible to hons.
· ·
participate in the intraschool competitions.
~e !lnnual USD Appellate Moot Court
All contestants are required to research and Board National Criminal Procedure Comwrite a brief in support of a party in a petition begins on October 19. Teams from
fictional, but topical, dispute. After sub- law schools across the country will be committing the briefs, participants must argue i~g to San Diego to try winning this prestiboth sides of the dispute in front of panels g1ou~competition. MikeConnorandJackie
of local attorneys who serve as moot court Hamtlton have been busily working fo conjudges. The e~perience is invariably chal- tinue the tradition of this fine tournament.
lenging and rewarding for those who ac- The final round will be in the Grace Courtcept the challenge of appellate moot court room on October 2 1 at 11 :00 a.m. and the
advocacy.
public is welcome.
Each competition has preliminary,
USD has one of the finesf appellate
.semi-final, and final rounds. The winnerof advocacy programs in the country. Last
each competition receives a free bar review year, our Jessup team won First Place in t he
course! B~st Oralist and Best Brief awards United States and Runner-up intemationare also given to outstanding advocates. ally. Become a part of this tradition by
Furthermore, participation in moot court, participating in Moot Court as a competitor
particularly for those who earn awards for or as a bailiff. The Appellate Moot Court
their advocacy, makes a resume really shine. Board looks forward to seeing you partici-.
Many employers designate Moot Court ex- _ pate in this year's competitions.
perience as a requirement for an interview , . • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , . ·
with their firms.
99
- ·
·
~e Appellate Moot Court Board is • 1995-96
APPELL_ATE MOOT -•
composed of 3L's who participated in at .COURT BOARD COMPETITION.
least two of last year's competitions. The : SCHEDULE
·
•
following
students are members of the
•
••
.
.
.
.board:
•• na
.., t.tona
. ICnmma
·-· . I ,-rocc'uure
n
_.,,
.•
Competition
Offl .
· L. ·leers:
· 19 at 6:30 p.m.
H ffi
·c h .
• l st Round 0 raIs Oct.
••
t~ta e eman, _air
•2nd Round Orals Oct. 20 at 6:30 pm
•
. M:tchael Connor, Vice-Chair
• Fin~l Round
·o· t 21 t. 11 ;00 · ·
•
. -H ·1
v· Ch .
•
c. a
. a.m. •
Jac~uelt~e
amt ton, tee- . air
•Alumni Tott Competition .
· Ap~l Spitzer, Tou~ament Dtr.
•Problem Distributed
Oct. 18 Noon•
.Tournament Coordinators:
:
&
Thomas Flattery
.
.
· p.m~
Jennife_r M e
: S~§'WH11f?eapj.ine
Oct. 25_- 6:00 p.m;•
Yr
Bnef Pue
Oct 30 6·00
•
Matthew Ram
• , ,,,
· - · p.m.•
.J
Th t PY
•Oral Arguments
Nov. 8, 9 - 6:30 p m.e
ason om on
• · ·
·
- ·
;
• Fmal Round
.
Nov. 10 at 6:30 p.m.•
N.atl·o·nal ..,.
·• Const1.tut"tonaILaw Compet1t10n
··
· R. h d. A.earn.C h
_ ••
mes' oac
·• p.roblem o·1stn·b ute d Jan. 31, Noon & 5:00.
F 1c a11
ta Alb:
_ aus
'"
•p.m.
•
Joseph
Daley
• ·
-Deadhne
· · · Feb. 7 at 6:00 p.m.
.
•Sign-up
••
James -arman
•
B
·.
f
.
·
· K" h
ne Du
Feb. 14 at 6:00 p.m.
•
Stephame
1s
• · ·
· ·
·
•
·11·
K
bl
·
•Oral
Arguments
Feb.
21,
22
at
6:30
p.m.
•
W11amueer
· 1 Round.
·1 M.ll
• Fma
Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
•
J
- 1 ana 1 er
· · ILaw Compet1t10n
··
•
_
· •c
• nmma
All members of the Moot Court B~ard • Pr~blem Distributed
Mar. 20, NooO.:
have office. hours
to address any questions -• & 5·00
. .
.
.
. · .p.m.
•
or concerns you ~ay have. Stop by 'the :sign-up Deadline Mar. 27 at 6:00 p.m.
•
Moot Court office m Room 125 and learn •Brief Due _ _Apr. 3 at ·6.·00 p.m.
·
••
bo t
11
d
more a , u appe ate a vocacy. ·
. :oral Arguine_nts Apr: 10, Hat 6:30 p.m. •
l L _s also are enco~~~ed to get _m- Final Round . Apr. 12 at 6:30 p.m. _ •
volved m moot_court activ1t1es by servmg ~mil
.
.
• ·· J
as bailiffsduring the competitions. Alll L's
will be required to participate in an appellate advocacv oroblem in the sorine semes-

\
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1ll p'ese11ts:

lonte Carlo Ni-ght
uction and Cas.i no
n Thursday, October

Moot Court Board Planning
Another Exciting Year

5·00 •

5.

Open Beer-and Wine \bar

Donation of $15 per person, $25 -for two is
requested~

Tickets on sale in the Pllf office in the Writs.
Items to be auctioned include:
-one Barpassers and one 8ar/8ri review cours
One 3 day PMBR course
,. Dinners for 2 at various local restaurants
Chargers tickets
Concert tickets
A weekent at Carrie's cabin
Outlines, tapes and various gift certificates.

H.

·

.

"9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - '·

:t: T he USD Catholic Perspectives Forum Presents

!JP ,HON. FRANK SHAKESPEARE

FORMER U .S. AMBASSADOR TO THE VATICAN
who will speak on

The U.S. and the Vatican:
Observations On Our Diplomatic History

Thursday, Oetober 5, 7:00 p.m. at the Manchester Executive
Conference Center Auditorium. Admission i~ Free of Charge
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IST YEAR REVIEW
;
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!he first year of law school will likely be one of the
most confusing and demanding academic experiences
of your life. Join BAR/BR I in your first year and take
advantage of our unique program of law school
preparatio~. The BAR/ BRI First Year Review
Volume contains
comprehensive,
concise black letter
law outlines designed to help you cut
through the fog of
detail and give a
clear view of the
overall picture.
Subjects covered
include Civil Procedure, Contracts,
Criminal Law,
, Property, and Tor~.
The First Year
R eview program also includes a final exam lecture series. T hese
lect1:1res will completely review each of_ the First Year subjects in a
separate comprehensive lecture. The lectures, delivered by nationally recognized experts, will provide invaluable assistance
understanding the black letter law.
The First Year R eview program has ·guided thousands of students
to success in the most difficult year of Law Sch~ol.

in

2NDYEARAND
3 RD YEAR REVIEWS

tf~.~ess1(.)1'~L

.

As a BAR~RN-.student you can continue to benefit from our
arsenal of matci.ials and lectures. BAR/BRI's second and third year
program is specifically tailored
·to second-and third year courses.
As in the First Year Review,
second and thirtl year students
can also take advantage of video
presentations by our national
and ,local lecturers given just
prior to exams. T hese lectures
give a complete and thorough ·
overview of many of your second and third year classes.

'i

Fight the fear oflearning law
by the sink-or-swim methods
used by most law schools. Let
Law School ABC's teach you the
basic study and exam writing
skills used by successful law stu-·
dents. Fill the void between
mastering the subject matter and
writing it all during the exam.
Law School ABC's teaches
students the skills necessary to
succeed in law school. Skills such
as briefing cases, selecting supplemental materials, participating in
classroom discussions, taking lecture notes, synthesizing and outlining
the course materials, studying for exams, spotting issues, developing
an analysis, managing your time, and writing exams that make the
grade are all covered in the Law School ABC's workshops.
Each Law School ABC's workshop is conducted by an experi- .
enced teacher of law school skills. Students will learn using handson, interactive exercises, and all workshop participants .receive -Che
Law School ABC's workbook, developed and written 'by academic
assistance professors. All at no additional charge.

,
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~spollS,ibfilty Exam mill likely be

your fi:r:st'.~§pnt&Witli.tlie .J3ar'EXron sinceCiliforni~ a)lows you
. to ~ethe M~RE while iin ~·.in law s$oolMany snuk~tl3 take
' the MPRE d~~ing dldf sec9nd or thitdyearf
BAR/B:p..I mves you cogi,plet~ pteparation fQ~the MPRE with a
lecture~ sul,>,stuitive otl'tlineand practice exams.. A comprehensive 4
hour leetitre reviews.the sE(>pe, substance and -techniques-needed to
tackle the MPRE.
·»BAR/BRI p.rbvides a detailed substantive outline written by Pro' f~9r R.ichar~ \Vydic~, which covers all ·~ects of the MPRE exam.
Additionally, students receive three MPRE practice exams:containing11ctuaJ MP~ qu,estions released by the National Conference
of Bar Exa~eri; with analytical answers. '

BAR/BR I 1-800-995-5227.........

...
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LOS ANGELES

3280 Motor Ave., Suite 200, Lis Angeles, CA 90034
(310) 287-2360, Fax 287-2045
.

j

SAN FRANCISCO

332 Golden Gate, San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 441-5600, Fax 441-3764

SAN DIEGO

'1875 Quivira Wily, Suite C-8, San Diego, CA 92109
(619) 523-5213, Fax 523-1612
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